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THE VILLAGE COW BELL.
RESPECTFULLY INSCRIBED TO TUB "CITY FATHERS.’
Evening Is falling o'er country and town.
Thu shadows grow long, the sun going down.
1 sit at the door step, there comes to the ear,
A chiming— the distant cow-bells 1 hear:
The musical tinkle,
The tlnk. tinkle, tinkle,
The variant tinkle of the village cow-bell.
The chiming grows nearer and clearer and loud,
A long Hue of cows your front fence all crowd.
The ringing and Jingling keep on at your gate,
As if twenty auction-bells on you did wait:
No longer the tinkle,
Thetink, tinkle, tinkle,
But the dissonant clang, of the village cow-bell.
If In slumber you seek a few moments repose,
A sudden fierce din makes your eyelids unclose;
You rush, thinking of fire at "double quick" rate,
To find that old cow dingltng close by your gate.
T’was only a tinkle,
A magnified tinkle,
An exasperate tinkle of the village cow bell.
To church you repair on sweet Sabbath eve,
To find la devo'ion, from care a reprieve.
All the cows of the village congregate there,
And with droning ding-dong drown the Domino's
ptayer.
No musical tinkle,
Tinkle, link, tinkle,
But the outrageous noise, of the village cow bell.
Ye Fathers on whom all the care doth devolve,
Unite in your wisdom and some plan evolve,
For forcing these cow-bells a silence to keep;
So that peaceable townsmen may talk, worship,
and sleep,
Undisturbed by the tinkle,
The tlnk, tinkle, tinkle,
The clang, clatter, clang of the village cow bell.
Holland, Aug. 18th; 1874. A.
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A Reottlab Communication of Unity Lodue,
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Maaonlc Hall,
Holland, Midi., on Wednesday evening, August
18th, at 7* o’clock, siurp-
W. H. Johlin, W. M.
J. O. Doksburo, SeFy. 47 ly
X. 0- of o. F-
Holland City Lodge, No. 19*. Ipdcpendent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meeUngs at Odd
Fellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
W each week.
Visiting brothers are cordially Inviled.
Orro Bbiyman, N. O.
R. K. Heald, Rec. Sec'y.
R. A. Schouten, JYr. Sec'y. 47-ly
Among the names mentioned -to succeed
Congressman Hoar, of Mass., we notice
that of Dr. J. C. Ayer, of Chciry Pectoral
fame,
This article is written by an American
tourist, traveling through Europe. It
was published in a late supplement of the
Chicago Tribune, covering several col-
umns of that paper. We have condensed
it, and in doings have attempted to re-
tain its description o^the characteristics of
that country and Us inhabitants, as viewed
by an American^
In traveling Through the universal mead-
ow-land which constitutes that small part
of the map of Europe called Holland, the
tourist would never suspect that the quiet,
phlegmatic people whom he secs, are the
descendants of men whose deeds of brav-
ery and endurance have never been sur-
passed in the annals of the human race.
They seem inoffensive enough to bo non-
resisting quakers. They converse together
in harsh, unmusical gutturals; their voices
are dropped to a deep bass; their faces ex-
press no emotions; neither smiles nor
frowns pass over their countenances in
conversation. They are seriously polite,
but not churlish or boorish, as is often as-
serted; but their politeness would be more
accurately described as civility. And
while their manners, so unlike the profuse
affability of the French, arc cold and dis-
tant, it is not by reason of disdainful aver-
sion for foreigners, such as that felt by the
Spaniards, nor haughty insolence, like
that exhibited by the English, but proceed
from constitutional causes which are the
natural product of their Teutonic origin,
dampened and chilled by the raw, humid
climate, and amphibious mode of life.
But let any enemy menace their religious
or political liberties, or an unusual high
tide threaten their dykes, and this slug-
gish, passionless people become suddenly
active and vigorous. Torpor gives place
to vigilence, and passivity to animated ac-
tion. The Dutchman is then a wide-
awake and lively tortoise, and the foe that
meets him finds his ni^tcli. * #
The Dutch nature unites perseverance
that never tires with hope that never ex-
pires, and adds to these plodding, unceas-
ing industries and dogged courage *
* * Of all men, he is perhaps
the greatest lover of land,— of a free home-
stead. He clings to land with a grasp
that Is never relinquished.
It is known to all persons who read, and
to most of those that don’t, that Holland
was once buried beneath the ocean, and
afterwards reclaimed by the industry, per-
severence, and skill of man, and that its
level is lower than the water that sur-
rounds it. Its great river De Rhine takes
its rise in the mountains of Switzerland,
and drains not less than 12,000 square
miles thereof; amd, in passing towards
the sea, it flows through a hilly, rough,
mountainous country. The multitude of
enormous ravines, gorges, canons, and
valleys which it has excavated, and the ma-
terial whereof thrown into the sea, account
for the filling up of 26,000 square miles
of shallow ocean. It is a deep rapid-run-
ning stream, the apparent size and width
of the Ohio, but in the course of a year, it
discharges far more water than the Ohio,
as it never runs so low; but continues to
flow throughout the year with a strong
powerful current, fed by the melting snows
of the Alps in summer, as by rain at other
seasons. In the course of a year It con-
veys into the sea an enormous quantity of
sedimtnt,— millions of cubic yards in
amount. Holland is, therefore, constructed
of parings and scrapings of the up-coun-
try.
Holland began to reclaim from the sea at
a period w hich outdutes the Christian era.
The mighty work is, therefore, the labor
of many centuries. At first the early
tribes only operated on the edges of the
great marsh, which was covered by the
sea only in periods of high tides accompan-
ied by strong southwest winds, which
rolled the waves far inland over the low
grounds, which were first filled by the de-
posits of the Rhine, and cast up by the
sea. They began by constructing embank-
ments, inclosing the land least subject to
inundation from high tides, making sluice-
ways to let out the accumulating water
from the shore-hide where the tide ebbed,
shutting them when it flowed. These
structures and contrivances were, of
course, exceedingly rude, and often gave
way before the storm-driven waves. But
the reclaimed lands were found to be ex-
ceedingly rich for pasturage, and ns the
chief wealth of the Teutons was in their
flocks and herds, the inhabitants were loth
to surrender back to the sea those meadows
which produced grass and bay so luxuriant-
ly, and continued the struggle with the
ocean .
It is a mistaken notion however, that at
present the entire coast of Holland con-
sists of an artificial wall all the way from
Dunkirk to the Ems. For the greater part
of this distance of 250 or 300 miles, the
sea has created dunes or sand hills. This
sand-ridge varies in width from a few
hundred yards to 1 or 2 miles, and from a
few feet above high-tide level to 40 or 50
feet. In many places natural hillocks are
thrown up, which resemble the sand-hills
seen along Lake Michigan. To chock the
dispersion of the sand, and keep it from
being blown into the country in injurious
quantities, the dunes are sown regularly
every year with a specie of course reed-
grass which grows near the sea, and whose
roots spread out to great distances, and
thereby hold the sand, and cover the sur-
face like a mat with a succession of ver-
dant vegetation, which, decaying, accu-
mulates upon it a layer of earth capable of
supporting a scrubby, tenacious fir-tree,
which still further holds the moving sand.
In the rear of those fir-trees the decaying
reed-grass, in the course of years, creates
a soil which produces good crops of pota-
toes and other vegetables.
Before the attempt was made to arrest
the dispersion of the sand, it hud advanced
for centuries far into the interior, and buried
up much fertile soil. For several genera-
tions past the work of reclaiming this lost
laud hidden under the sand, has been go-
ing on. The method is this: First, a deep
trench is cut, which penetrates through
the sand down into the black soil 3 or 4
feet. Into the bottom of this ditch a strip
of sand is thrown, and on top of it the
rich earth below. The operation is simi-
lar to subsoil-plowing, the chief difference
being the greater depth of digging. In
some places the sand has been stripped
off and turned down to the depth of
twenty feet, and the black earth brought
to the surface. This may be called pretty
“deep plowing;” but, where land is worth
$500 to $1,000 per acre, and labor can be
hired for a guilder a day (50 ccnU) or less,
the owners of such sand-buried ground
can afford to dig deep to rescue it.
But there are many miles along the
coast of Holland where there were no
dunes, and where the waves rolled far in-
land. To the task of closing them the
Dutchman stubbornly set himself. The
first thing . necessary in the construction
of these bulwarks is to secure a firm foun-
dation, sufficiently strong to support the
immense weight to be laid upon it. Mul
titudes of tall trees are brought from the
forests of Norway, and driven deeply into
the sand in thick rows. After these piles
are in, forming the frame work of a break-
water 120 to 150 feet wide, large quantities
of clay or tenacious mud, mixed with
tough sea-grass and willow-twigs, are ram-
med down into the sand to make it water-
proof. When all this preparatory work is
done, the great dyke or embankment is
commenced -on this foundation. The
side next to the sea is faced with great
granite blocks of stone, brought from Nor-
way, and the space behind is filled with
clay, and behind that with sand mixed
with willow and grass-malting. This sea-
wall is raised 10 or 12 feet above the high-
est tides, to guard against the action of
-northwest storms which may accompany
the tides.
The most stupendous of those marine
ramparts are the dykes of the Helder and
of the West Kapclle. This part of the
coast is more exposed to the fury of tem-
pests and the encroachments of the ocean
than almost any part of Holland. The
great dyke of Helder is 6 miles long. The
sea-wall is of enormous thickness. It
descends into the sea 30 to 40 feet below
low tide. The thickness of the stone fac-
ing of the dyke is 200 feel at the bottom,
sloping backwards at an angle of 40 de-
grees. The quantity of foundation-piling,
driven into the sand 50 to 60 feet in depth,
is something wonderful to contemplate.
Millions of cubic yards of granite and
limestone blocks were required for the
outer wall. At short distances apart,
enormous piers are projected into the sea
about 200 yards, constructed of stone fill-
ing and fascines. The piers help to pro-
tect i he sea-wall from being undermined
and broken through; and yet, with all
this protection anti prodlgous strength of
wall, It occasionally gives way before the
fury of the tempest. But it is so strength-
ened now that the Dutch engineers believe
it capable of resisting any force short of
an earthquake.
As at present protected, Holland’s great-
est danger is not from inroads of the sea,
but from internal Inundations, arising
from the blocking up of the rivers by the
ice when the spring thaw sets in. When
it happens that the ice of the German
Rhine gets loose before the Dutch rivers
are free, a dam is formed at some point
stretching from one bank to the other, fill-
ing up the channel of the stream, and ris-
ing in icebergs above the surface. In
such eases, the accumulating water from
behind tlie ice-blockade bursts over and
through the embankments of the river,
and, spreading over the country, sweeps
all liefore it. The last disastrous inunda-
of this kind occurred in 1709, when the
Rhine rose 7 feet In one hour, and poured
a torrent down on Holland, before the ice
in the Holland outlets bad broken up and
floated off. The icebergs borne on the
flood crossed the low fields, sweeping
away bouses built on dykes, drowning
men and cattle, and spreading ruin and
devastation over the country. The danger
recurs every winter, especially when a
hard frost has thickly frozen the Holland
rivers and much snow has fallen in Ger-
many.
In some parts of Holland the sea at high
tide is 30 feet above the level of the face
of the country, and at low tide deep
enough to drown the tallest man. Along
some parts of the Rhine, during the
spring-freshets, the water is higher than
the roofs of the houses of the cities and
towns along its banks. On the sea coast,
the inhabitants who live behind the dykea
can feel them vibrate from the blows of
the huge waves, and can hear the breakers
roaring. and raging above their heads.
The coat-of-arms of one of the Provinces
of Holland (Zeeland), is a lion swimming,
with the motto, Luctor et mergo, — “ I
strive and keep my head above water.”
It might well be adopted as the national
motto, for the whole country has to
struggle to keep its head above water and
save itself from submersion.
The construction of the ocean and river
dykes for the protection of Holland, In-
cluding only those bulwarks and embank-
ments erected at national expense for com-
mon safety, have cost the inhabitants of
the Netherlands the enormous sum of two
thousand millions of dollars, since the
time of their war of independence against
Spain, three centuries ago. Eternal vigi-
lance with them is the price, not only of
liberty, but of existence. The annual ex
pense of keeping in repair the whole sys-
tem of dykes and dams, amounts to about
$5,000,000 a year. Everything is now in
such perfect condition that the operating
and wear and-tear expenses are reduced to
a minimum.
This reclaiming of land is still progress-
ing in another direction and on a much
larger scale. A company organized for
the drainage of 4,000 square miles of the
Zuider Zee, commenced some time ago to
throw a vast dyke across its narrowest
part, where it is only 10 or 12 miles wide,
and the water at low tide only 10 or 15
feet deep; but, after expending several
millions of guilders, it has become dis-
couraged, .and asks the Government to
take the job oft' Us hands. A large part of
theZuidei Zee was once cultivated land.
Down to the thirteenth century it con-
sisted of dry land and several fresh water
lakes, connected by an arm of the Rhine. I
But, in 1287, the ocean broke over the bar
during aitcrrible northwest storm, and in-
undated several thousand square miles of
country, drowning 80,001) persons. From
that time, for 200 years, the waves contin-
ued to wash away the land, swallowing
up whole forests and whole counties, until
the Zuider Zee assumed its present propor-
tions, and large ships navigate where car-
riages formerly traveled. No company
will probably In* able to recover this lost
territory, and it must remain submerged
until the Government Itself undertakes the
stupendous task; whenever It is per-
lorrocd, it w ill add one fifth to the area of
Holland.
Another great maritime work, under-
taken also by a private company, and like-
ly to prove a failure, unless taken off their
hands by the Government, Is the new di-
rect ship-canal from Amsterdam to the
Ocean, a distance of 20 miles. They have
excavated a vast channel, 200 fed w ide at
the surface by 50 at the bottom, and 26
fed deep, calculated to admit the largest
ocean-steamers up to the wharves of the
city. The ditch is dug, hut the company
has met with immense difficulties in creat-
ing a basin, or harbor of refuge, at the
exit of the canal, and, after expending
millions of dollars in vain efforts to con-
struct one, have ceased work, and np-#
pealed to the Government to purchase the
canal and finish the job, which it has not
yet done. It seems that no piling can he
made to stand in the yielding sand against
the ocean-shore currents during storms.
The great piers projected into the sea have
been undermined ami washed away, and
the work U at a standstill.
The value of the butter and cheese ex-
ported annually from Holland amounts to
thirty millions of dollars; and the value
of cattle and sheep sold yearly is $15,000,
000 to $20,000,000 more. Most of these
products find a market at high prices in
Great Britian, the proceeds whereof are
invested mostly, of late years, in Ameri-
can bonds. The farmers are extremely
fond of clipping off coupons. Several
were pointed out to me who own from 150
to 200 acres of land, and who have each
saved and invested $30,000 to $40,000 in
bonds. These are exceptional cases. The
ordinary size of farms does not exceed 15
to 20 or 30 acres. But from these little
patches the Dutch farmers manage to save
more money than the Illinois farmer who
owns and works 200 to 300 acres of land.
I am not greatly impressed with the ap-
pearance of Amsterdam, which is the
wealthiest cityot its size on the Continent.
*  * Whole streets were
pointed out to me populated exclusively
by bankers, money-lenders, and bond-
holders,— some of them holding safes full
of American railway-bonds on which they
have received no interest for a consider-
able period of time, which has not the e fleet
of enhancing American credit in their
eyes. There are not less than 40,000 Jews in
Amsterdam. They own and occupy a
whole division of the city. Home of the
best streets are theirs, and scores of them
are millionaire bankers or diamond-
dealers.
The place numbers nearly 300,000 inhab-
itants, and is the large A city in Holland,
although its shipping and foreign com-
merce are inferior to those of Rotter-
dam,— the latter having the better access
to the sea for large vessels.
There arc no less than 30,000 Germans
in Amsterdam, all of whom are looking
forward to the time when Bismarck will
anex Holland to the German empire.
They say the Netherlands naturally be-
longs to Germany, us it occupies the mouth
of their Rhine, and shuts them out from
the ocean on the West, and that Germany
needs this patch of territory to give her
ocean frontier and seaports, and enlarge
her foreign commerce. They say that the
Dutch are of Teutonic origin, as their
language, shape, manners, and love of re-
ligious and political liberty all prove, to say *
nothing of the historical proofs of a com-
mon origin. The Dutch profess a decided
aversion to being thus swallowed up by the
great German whale, and some talk wildly
about breaking the dykes and giving the
land back to the sea rather titan submit to
German rule, • But other Dutchmen, as
well as Jews, have been quietly buying up
eligible real estate in Amsterdam and Rot-
terdam in anticipation of such an event, be-
lieving, in spite of their repugnance to the
idea of a union with Germany, that in a
material way it would greatly redound to
the prosperity of Holland, and result in a
large advance in the value of real estate
in those seaports through which the great
commerce of Germany would flow . They
point to the great commerce of Frankfort
and Hamburg since they became Prussian
cifies as an evidence of ,the ett'ect that
would follow from the conversion of Am-
sterdam into a German port.
But Bismarck has his hands full of work
without thinking seriously to ancx the am-
phibious Dutchmen who conquered their
country from the ocean, and whose great-
est desire is to live in peace with their
neighbors, and be let alone to enjov theii
fogs, fat cattle, 'tobacco, pip*, and gin.
>
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BOLLAND CITY, mCHIOAN.
NEWS SUMMARY.
The East.
In consequence of the criminal negligence
ami stupidity of railway ofticialu in Vermont,
an accident occurred the other day by which
five persons wore killed outright and fifteen
were seriously injured. It appears that a
bridge had been carried away by a freshet,
ami the Motion men were aware of the fact,
yet they did not caution the coming train.
An accident occurred on the 16th inst. on
the Trenton (N. J.) railroad, near Eddingham
Station. An excursion train collided with a
coal train on a siding, the switch being mis-
placed. Five persons were killed ami four-
teen seriously hurt.... New York city has
made a formal demand upon the Brooklyn
Bank for •i'6, 600,000 assumed to bo standing
to the city's credit, but actually stolen by the
ring thieves. The city claims that the checks
upon which the money was drawn bore forged
indorsements.
At the request of the License Committee of
the Boston Board of Aldermen, “ Passion's
Perils.'' a play founded on incidents connect-
ed with the Beecher-Tilton scandal, has been
withdrawn from the stage of the Atheneum
in that citv. The proprietors were given to
understand that another representation would
cause their license to be revoked.
The West.
A dispatch from Omaha says Spotted Tail's
band refuses to move to the new reservation,
as proposed by Bishop Hare and other Com-
missioners. and arc very indignant and much
excited over it. It is probable force will
have to be used to make them move ____ A ter-
rible outrage was recently perpetrated by In-
dians in Colfax county, Neb. A company of
strolling Pawnees were camped near a farm-
house. Two squaws searched the house for
food, and beat the farmer's wife over the
head for objecting. The man came home,
and. seeing his wife wounded, shot one of tie
squaws. The other reiiorted the fact, and
twelve Indians came to the house, skinned the
farmer, cut his hands off and heart out iu the
presence of his wife.
A sERiors smash-up occurred on the Toledo,
Wabash and Western railroad, near Sidney.
111., on the I4th inst., resulting iu the wreck-
ing of sixteen cars, the killing of two and the
serious injury of three .passengers.
A decision has at last been rendered by the
Chicago courts in the celebrated Cheney-
Whitebouse case. The effect of the decision
is to pnt the bill of complainants out of court,
and to declare that tbo Bev. Mr.
Cheney was not lawfully deposed
from the Episcopal ministry.... An
enormous meteor, described to be as large
as the full moon and almost as bright as the
sun. passed over Cairo. 111., a few days ago.
It appeared in the northern heavens, moving
with great rapidity, with a tremendous stream
of fire following it, toward the horizon. Be-
fore reaching the horizon, however, it burst
with terrible noise, into a dozen fragments,
some of them bursting in their turn. For
nearly a half-minute the streets were light
enough to read.
A teleoram from Fort Fettennan to Gen.
Ord says: “A Cheyenne half-breed from
Powder river reports that at a council of the
Cheyennes and Arrapahoea it was decided to
recall all hostile parties from the vicinity of
the railroad and return to theAgencv; that
about 200 lodges of Cheyennes passed 35
miles north of that post on Friday en route
to the Agency ; that 100 lodges of Arrapahoea
would follow in a day or two ; that they were
very hungry and eating their horses.”..., A
man named Charles Levy, a Prussian Jew,
claims to be the murderer of Benjamin
Nathan, of New York, and has surrendered
himself to the authorities of Bloomington,
Tee self-confessed Nathan murderer who
recently gave himself up at Bloomington, 111.,
turns out to be a fraud. He was aiming to
get a dead-head ride to New York .... Austin,
Nevada, has experienced another clond-bnrst,
flooding the town badly. No lives lost ____
The Railroad Commissioners of Iowa have
written a letter to the Illinois Commissioners,
explaining the occasion of their absence from
the convention at Dubuque. They give as a
reason pressing boainees engagements, assert
their sympathy with the objects of the con-
ference, and say that they will be present at
tie next meeting — Advices from the Custer
expedition state that the hostile Indians will
intercept it on the way back, before reaching
the upper Missouri. ’The hostiles number
aooat 5.000.
The South.
Tee first bale of new cotton was receive?! at
Memphis on the 11th of August from Senate-
tia. Miss... Reports from Austin, Miss.,
state that the improvised troops had disband-
ed and gone borne and peace is restored. The
impression prevails there that a few deter-
mined men could have prevented the whole
affair at the outset, by meeting the negroes
before summoning help from elsewhere.
A dispatch from Charleston, 8. C.. states
that a reign of terror exists in Georgetown,
in that State, caused by a contest between
two negro factious.
In a shooting affray at Point Pleasant,
Tenu., Gen. Darnell was killed by Capt.
Albert Hall, and Capt. Ccle and two brothers
named Coe were seriouslv wounded. The
shooting resulted from rivalry between Capts
Hall and Cole, who ran competing ferry-
boats.... Much eacitemont prevails in Edge-
field county, 8. C., and a war of races is im-
minent. In that event the whites of Georgia
wilf interfere in behalf of their friends.
Arms and ammunition are being shipped from
Augusta.
Washington.
The work of adjusting the claims for in-
jury done during the war by the Confederate
cruisers is progressing satisfactorily, and a
majority of the claims that shall prove to be
just will bo paid before Congress again
meets. The award made by the Geneva
tribunal will be sufticient to meet all
the legal demands upon the fund.... The
machinery for the redistribution of the cur-
rency under the terms of the law passed at
the last session of , Congress has been com-
pleted. and no delays will take place iu accom-
modating all demands for currency from sec-
tions now deficient in their quota....
The new Currency act has thus far worked
toward contraction, about $1,000,000 more
national bank circulation having been retired
than has been issued.... The Secretary has
issued a circular stating the number, class and
compensation that is allowed to each branch
of a Territorial Legislative Assembly, and
adding that “ no other officers or employes
are authorized, and none others can be paid
by the Secretary of a Territory.”
General.
Tee horse Goldsmith Maid has accomplished
some remarkable feats during the past season.
At East Saginaw, Mich., she trotted a mile in
2 min. 16 sec. This record was reduced at
Buffalo to 2 min. 15* sec.; and at Rochester,
to 2 min. 14 J sec. . . .Reports from all parts of
the country are to the effect that Tuesday,
the 12th of August, was the hottest day ex-
j perienced for years.
Political.
The Prohibitionists of Pennsylvania met In
convention at Harrisburg, on the 12th inst.,
and adopted a radical platform favoring the
prohibition of the liquor traffic. The follow-
ing nominations were made: Lieutenant-
Governor, Benj. Rush, of Bradford; Judge of
Supreme (.ourt, Simeon B. Chase: Auditor-
General, Calvin Parsons; Secretary of Inter-
nal AffaiMW. P. Outbbertsou.
Jere IhRalson, colored, has been nomi-
nated by th&leiiublicans for Congress in the
Mobile (Ala.) District, after balloting 249
times.
Tee venerable Montgomery Blair is a candi-
date for Congress in Maryland.
Foreign.
A Paris telegram announces that England,
France and Germany have formally recog-
nized the Spanish republic .... It is stated that
the plan for Marshal Bazaine’s escape from the
Island of St. Marguerite was arranged several
weeks ago. It was entirely the work of Madame
Bazaiue. The Marshal refused, at first, to fly,
but finally, owing to his failure to obtain some
modification of his sentence, he yielded....
Advices from Month America represent that
the Governments of Chili and the Argentine
Republic, between which trouble has been
brewing for some time, have resolved to sub-
mit the boundary question to arbitration.
Letters have been received from mission-
aries in Palestine giving accounts of the ter-
rible* famine now prevailing there. They tell
a terrible story of suffering and death. It is
estimated that 5.000 have already died from
starvation, ami thousands more are barely
existing.
England, France. Germany, Austria and
Italy, it is officially announced, have recog-
nized the Spanish Republic. Russia hesi-
tates, it is said, because such action will
strengthen the cause of republicanism in
Europe.... Marshal Bazaiue is sojourn-
ing at Brussels, the capital of Bel-
gium. It is said France will make
no demand for his extradition....
Hail to the Spanish Republic ! The United
States first welcomed to the federation of na-
tions. and now it has been recognized by all
the powers of Europe, except Russia. ’The
initiative in this latter movement was taken by
the German Government, which has been for-
mally thanked for its good offices.
Holland and Belgium have recognized the
Spanish Republic.... The Old Catholic move-
ment is extending into Bavaria. At Limbach
Bishop Reinkeus has just consecrated a new
church, the first erected by the Old Catholics
in Germany — Ten persons recently convicted
at St. Petersburg of revolutionary propagand-
ism were from 20 to 26 years of ’age, and in-
cluded two married ladies in affluent circnm-
stances ..... The Cologne (iaietie publishes a
letter from Mme. Bazaiue iu which that lady
declares that the first account of the Marshal’s
escape was substantially true. 8ho savs that
she planned the affair herself, and had no ac-
complice except one of her relatives.
Tee Archbiehqp of Paris Las given rise to
another diplomatic difficulty, and caused no
little excitement iu Borne and Paris, owing
to kis pastoral letter, which was read
to & few of the faithful iu the
cathedral and posted upon the wall
for a short time. No journal dared to publish
it. The letter contained expressions offensive
to Italy and Victor Emanuel, and Marshal
MacMahon immediately repaired to the Italian
Minister s house and made an apologv for the
offensive letter....)!. Calvadas, the Bona-
partist candidate for ihe French Assembly
from the District of Cloidos, has been elected
over his Republican competitor by a majority
of 13.222. in a total poll of 68,066.’
We have accounts from Brazil of a horribly
blasphemous and mnrderons fanaticism among
a sect of German colonists, led by & man
named Mauerer, claiming to be a prophet.
The home of a seceder from the sect was
attacked by the partisans of Mauerer and
burned, and thejinmates. iuclading;women and
children, shot. When the police appeared,
they found Mauerer and his sectarians, some
300 strong, intrenched in a mid-lorest settle-
ment. and. although a force of regulars was
brought up, the soldiers were repulsed with
five killed and forty-five wounded. At last
dates the troops and a national guard were
being collected and cannon were bombarding
Mauerer's position. It is said that tbo re-
vellers have massacred thirteen families
of secedtrs and lukewarm sectarians .....
Uizaine’s escape was not heroic. He scaled
no beetling precipice and breasted no raging
seas. Some pieces of gold in the hands of his
guards did what personal valor would have at-
tempted in vain. The prisoner walked out of
doors and to the boat which carried him away
with as little trepidation as would have beset
him in eating a good dinner.
Grasshoppers.
The visitation of grasshoppers in
Kansas appears to be as serious as that
of Egypt m old times. A private letter,
written with the graphic power of an
accustomed hand, gives the picture very
completely : “ We will not have a po-
tato, squash, pumpkin, citron melon, or
anything of this kind for winter use.
What we are to do this winter I cannot
see, for wo will have nothing to live on,
and not a cent of money to buy any-
thing, even if there was anything to
buy. This country is completely stripped
of everything. Nobody has any-
thing left. The people are almost crazy.
Everybody will try to leave, but there
are some that cannot leave, for they
have nothing to go with.” So thick are
the grasshoppers that all the clothing
has to be shut up in trunks ; curtains
are taken down and protected from the
ravenous appetite of the invaders. In
addition to tuis there has been no rain
for months, and at the date of the let-
ter, July 30, the thermometer stood at
110 degrees. Any experience or pros-
pect less calculated to promote content-
ment, it would be hard to name.
A one-legged soldier, a Mormon, re-
cently asked Brigham Young to supply,
by a miracle, the missing limb ; but the
Apostle, not to be caught, made this
reply : “I can in an instant produce a
new leg in the place of the old one, but
then, you see, if I do, it will cause
great raconveuience to you in heaven •
for after your exaltation to glory the
original leg will come back to' the
spiritual body ; mine also, being
of divine oxigin, becomes immortal,
and in this case, observe how very awk-
ward a three-legged angel from Utah
would appear among the inhabitants of
the eternal world ? ”
Beecher-Tilton.
New York, August 13.— The long-expected
statement of Rev. Henry Ward Beecher was
submitted to the Investigation Committee of
Plymouth Church to-day. He starts out by
reaffirming Uie general denial of the charges
which he made on the 22dof July, and follows
this with a fiorco attack upon his accueer.
Theodore Tilton, whom lie charges with being
an associate of the Woodhull, and a friend of
her strange cause, by which and other follies
he has become bankrupt morally and financial-
ly. Mr. Beecher continues : “lean now see
that he is, and has been from the beginning
of this difficulty, a selfish and reckless schem-
er. pursuing a plan of mingled good and
hatred, and weaving about me a network of
suipioioBB, misunderstanding, plot)) and lies,
to which my own innocent words and acts,
nay, even my thoughts, of kindness toward
him, have been made to contribute. These
successive views of him must be kept in view,
to explain my course through the last four
years. That I was blind so long as to the
real motive of intrigue going on around me
was duo partly to my own overwhelming pub-
lic engagements, partly to my complete sur-
render of this affair,’ and the papers and
questions connected with it, into the hands
of Mr. Moulton, who was intensely confident
that he could manage it successfully. I suf-
fered much, but I inquired little. Mr. Moul-
ton was chary to mo of Mr. Tilton’s con-
fidence to him, reporting to me occasion-
ally in a general way Mr. Tilton’s
words and outbreaks of passion only as ele-
ments of trouble which be was abfo to con-
trol, and as additional proofs of the wisdom
of giving it to him. His control of tho
situation seemed to mo, at tho time, complete,
immersed, as I was, in inooMaut cares and
duties, and only too glad to he relieved from
considering tho details and wretched compli-
cations, the origin and the fact of which re-
main, in suite of all friendly intervention, a
perpetual harden to my soul. I would not
read in the papers about it. I would not talk
about it. I made Moulton for a long period
my confidant and my only channel of infor-
mation. From time to time suspicions wore
aroused in me by indications that Mr. Tilton
was acting the part of an enemy ; but suspi-
cions were rapidly allayed by his own behavior
toward me in other moods, and by the
assurances of Mr. Moulton, who ascribed
the circumstances to misunderstanding or to
malice on the part of others. It is plain to me
now that it was not until Tilton had fallen
into disgrace and had lost his salary that he
thought it necessary to assail me with charges
which he pretends to have had in mind for
six months. The domestic offense which lie
alleged, was very quickly and easily put aside,
but yet ia such a way as to keep mv feelings
stirred up iu order that I might, through my
friends, be used to extract from Mr. Boweu
*7,000, the amount of the claim iu dispute
between them. The check for that sum in
hand, Mr. Tilton signed an agreement of
peace and concord, not drawn by me, but ac-
cepted bv mo as sincere
* * * “ When I bad lost tbe last remnant
of faith in Theodore, or hope for him ; when
I heard with unspeakable remorse that every-
thing 1 had done to stay his destruction had
made matters worse and worse, and that mv
attempt to keep him from a public trial, in-
volving such a flow of scandal as has now
been let loose, bad been used by him to bring
up new troubles ; that his unhappy wife was,
under his dictation, signing papers and re- |
cautations, and I know not what ; that iu :
short everything was breaking up, and
the destruction from which I had sought to i
save the family was likely to be emptied |
on other families, the church and tbe
community, with infinite horrors of woe for |
me, that my own innocence was buried under
heaps and beaps’of rubbish, and nobody but I
my professed friend, if even he, could save ns
—to Ins assurances that he coul 1 still do so I
gave at least so much faith as to maintain un-
der these terrible trials tbe silence which he
enjoined. Not until Mr. Tilton, having at-
tempted, through Frank Carpenter to raise
money from my friends, openly assailed me
in a letter to Dr. Bacon, did I break that
silence, save by the simple denial of tbo
slanderous rumors against me a year before,
when, on the appearance of tho first open
attack from Mr. Tilton, 1 immediately, with-
out consulting Moulton, called for a thorough
investigation with a committee of my
church.”
Mr. Beecher says he finds himself in a posi-
tion where he knows his innocence without
being able to prove it with detailed explana-
tions ; declares that he is an hereditary hypo-
chondriac, and that in certain moods of re-
action the world becomes black. If ho were
to write in such a mood he should give false
colors and exaggerated proportions to every-
thing. Ho then proceeds to give & circum-
stantial narrative of his personal relations
with Mr. and Mrs. Tilton, from the day of
their acquaintance down to the present day.
Ho first knew Tilton as a reporter of his ser-
mons, became much attached to the young
man, and shortly after gave him a position
on the Independent, of which he
was editor, lie shortly after placed
Tilton iu charge of tho paper during a
temporary absence in England, and on return-
ing made arrangements by which the young
man became responsible editor of the hide-
pen/lent.
*' Friendly relations continued until 1806,’'
says Mr. Beecher, “when violent assaults
were made upon me by Tilton in the Inde-
pendent on account of my Cleveland letter,
and a temporary discontinuation of publica-
tion of my sermons in that paper broke off my
connection with it. Although Mr. Tilton anil
I remained personally on good terms, yet
there was a coolness between us in all mat-
ters of politics. Our social relations wore
very kindly, and as late as 1868-9, at his re-
quest, I sat to Page some fifty times for a
portrait. It was there that I first mot and talked
with Moulton, whose wife was a member
of Plymouth Church, though ho was not a
member, or even a regular attendant. During
this whole period I never received from Mr.
Tilton or any member of bis family the slight-
est hint that there was any dissatisfaction
with my familiar relations to his household.
As late, I think, as the winter of 1869, when
going upon an extended lecturing tour, he
said : “ I wish you would look in often, and
see that Libby is not lonesome, or does not
want anything,” or words to that effect.
Never by sign or word did Mr. Tilton com-
plain of my visits in his family until after he
began to fear that tho Imlependent would be
taken from him ; nor did be break out into
violence until on the eve of dispossession
from both tbe papers, the Independent and the
Brooklyn Union, owned by Mr. Bowen. Dur-
ing toes® years of intimacy iu Tilton’s family,
I was treated as a father or elder brother."
In regard to tho matter of his alleged con-
fession to Moulton, and the paper which it is
charged he obtained from Mrs. Tilton while
lying on a bed of sickness, Mr. B. says :
“In a sort of postscript she denied explic-
itly that I had ever offered any improper
solicitation to her, that being tho only charge
made against me bv Mr. Tilton, or sustained
by tho statement about the confession which
be had read to me— I dreamed of no worse
charge at the tirae-that was horrible enough.
The mere thought that ho could make it and
could have extorted any evidence on which
to base it, was enough to take away mv
senses It seemed to me as if she was going
to die ; that her mind was overthrown, and
that I was in some dreadful wav mixed up in
it, and might be left by her death with this
terrible accusation hanging over me. Ire-
turned. like one in a dream to Mr. Moul-
ton’s house, where I said very little, and
soon went home. It has been said that I
confessed guilt and expressed remorse. This
is utterly false. Is it likely that with Mrs.
Tilton’s retraction in my pocket I should have
thus etullified mveelf? On the nextdav, at
evening, Mr. Moulton called at my house and
came up to ray bed-room. He said that Mrs.
Tilton, on her husband’s return to her after
our interview, had informed him what she
had done, and that I had her retraction.
.Moulton expostulated with me, and claimed
that I had taken a mean advantage and made
<.•* honorable use of Theodore’s request that
I should visit her, in obtaining from her a
written contradiction to a documbut
not in existence. He skid that all difficulties’
could be settled without any such paper, and
that I ought to give it up. ’ He made no ver-
bal threats, but he opened his overcoat, and,
with some emphatic remark, showed a pistol,
which afterward he took out and laid on tin
bureau near which he stood. I gave the paper
to him, and after a fo\y moments' talk ho
left. Within a day or two after this Mr.
Moulton made the third visit, and this time
we repaired to my study in the third story of
my house.”
Mr. Beecher details his efforts to prevent the
scandal being made public, which was threat-
ened by the trial of Tilton by the church, and
says of Tilton : “ I was so determined to car-
ry out my pledges to Moulton for him, and do
all in human power to save him even from
himself, that I was ready to resign if that
would stop the scandal. 1 wrote a letter of
resignation, not referring to the charge
against mo, but declaring that I had striven
for years to maintain secrecy concerning a
scandal affecting a family in the church, and
that as I bail failed I herewith resigned. This
letter was never sent. A little calmer thought
showed me how futile it would be to stop the
trouble, a mere useless sacrifice; but I showed
it to Mr. Moulton, and possibly ho copied it.
I have found the original of it in my house.
If I could at this moment remember any of
the other letters which I have written to Mr.
Moulton, I would do so."
The following aro the closing lines of Mr.
Beecher's statement :
“ In the note reouesting your appointment,
I asked that you should make a full investi-
gation of all tho Bonrces of information.
You are witnesses that I have in no way
influenced or interfered with your pro-
ceedings or duties. I have wished the
investigation to bo so searching that
nothing could unsettle its results.
It is time, for the sake of decency and public
morals, that this matter be brought to an end.
It is an open pool of corruption, exhaling
deadly vapors. For six weeks the nation has
risen up and sat down upon scandal. Not a
groat war nor a revolution could more have
filled tho newspapers than this question of
domestic trouble, magnified a thousand-fold,
and. like a sore spot in the human bodv,
drawing to itself every morbid humor in tile
blood. Whoever is buried with it. it is time
that this abomination be buried below all
touch or power of resurectiou.”
Moulton’s statement \/as submitted to the
committee to-day. It is a very brief docu-
ment, making less than half a column in tbe
city papers, and throws no fresh light on tbo
mysterious scandal. Ho was also cross-ex-
amined at considerable length, but was dumb
as an oyster so far as making any additional
revelations was concerned.
New York, Aug. 14.— At a business meet-
ing of Plymouth Church, this evening, it was
resolved that tho Examining Committee be
requested to make a report at as early a date
as possible consistent with the best interests
of truth and justice. Mr. Beecher leaves for
tho White Mountains next week. Many of
his church members and other friends called
upon him to-night to express sympathy and
bid him good-bye.
Some of Beecher’s friends expect Moulton
will soon make public his long statement in
reply to the charges in Mr. Beecher’s examina-
tion. One of the Committee of Inquiry re-
marked yesterday that Mr. Moulton must
speak at once, if at any time. Ho would find
no listeners if he kept silent longer.
New York, Aug. 15.— A reporter has bail a
brief talk with Theodore Tilton. He denied
that he had received any money from Mr.
Beecher, and if Moulton* had received tho
amount stated, it devolved noon him to ac-
count for it. Shortly after Mrs. Tilton’s con-
fession of Mr. Beecher’s criminality, tho ser-
vant who was then living with Mr! and Mrs.
Tilton became aware of tho fact from having
overheard conversations which had passed be-
tween them, and she began to whisper to her
friends in Brooklyn. As soon as this state of
things was discovered it was determined to
send the girl out of Brooklyn as a protection
to Beecher. She was sent to a boarding
school. Beecher paid her expensen through
Moulton. This might have amounted to some
$2,000. It is stated in the Brooklyn Engle
that this servant-girl business will wear an-
other complexion when the story of the girl,
now in possession of the Plymouth Church
Investigating Committee, is made public. The
allegation is that Tilton, not Beecher, was in-
terested in her removal from Brooklyn.
Mr. Tilton emphatically denied ’that Mr.
Beecher hail been the means of inducing
Bowen to pav Tilton the $7,000 on the broken
contract. He stated further that the theory
of blackmail presented by Mr. Beecher was
craven and malicious; that the support of
the Brooklyn Engle was obtained on account
of the same accusation having been made
RCainst the editor, Kinsella. who was forced
to support Beecher lest the latter’s friends
should crush him In relation to the Wood-
hull family, Mr. Tilton said that they had been
sent abroad ..by Beecher’s friends through
mingled terrorizing and bribing.
New York, Aug. 17.-The interest in the
Beecher scandal is still maintained. Tilton
is busily preparing another statement in re-
ply to Beecher, and will include in it some
documents that he has been bolding iu re-
serve for the legal trial. He denies, as does
bis attorney in the suit against Bowen, that
Beecher assisted him to obtain his back pay
from Bowen, but on tho contrary assorts that
Beecher worked hard to keep it from him.
He also indignantly denies tho charge of
blackmail*
Moulton did not return to Now York to-day,
but stopped half-way to consult with Ben
Butler and ex-Judge Morris. It seems to be
conceded that he must speak and tell all he
knows, or forever rest under the imputation
of being one of the most dishonorable of
men.
Tho papers in tho civil proceedings against
Beecher will he finished to-night, and in all
probability served to-morrow. Judge Morris
positively denies that Tilton entertains any
idea of abandoning the criminal case, but, on
the contrary, is indefatigable, and works day
and night in arranging matteis.
New York, Aug. 18.— Tilton still works in-
cessantly, Mid spent the greater portion of
to-day with City Judge Reynolds, his former
counsel, in arranging proceedings against
Beecher on the charge of blackmailing him in
the $7,000 due Tilton by Bowen, of the Brook-
lyn Union.
Tilton makes no denial that be and Moulton
aro in constant communication, and will make
a united effort to drive Beecher to the
wall before tho community, while they
will bo unrelenting in pushing matters
through tho courts. A few nights ago
it was stated that Beecher threatened that,
unless Moulton sealed his lips, he would
go to Washington and use his influence to
have him arraigned on charge of defrauding
the cuBtoju-house. Private dispatches re-
ceived hero state that not only the Plymouth
pastor, but a large number of his friends, have
already placed themselves in communication
with the authorities at the capital, and are
endeavoring to bring all possible pressure on
Moulton, to"compel him to hold his tongue.
A reporter, in conversation to-day with one of
Moulton's bosom friends, elicited tbe fact that
he is determined to clear his character of tbe
gross charges of Beecher, even were it to be
tbe cause of his pauperism.
Lively Spooks.
At length Milwaukee has a genuine
Kensation, nothing less than a legitimate
haunted house, where tho spirits make
things lively by slinging stoves, chairs,
pots, kettles, tables and vegetables at
spectators. It’s exciting, but d&idedly
uncertain, when a huge stove jufops up
and down, and suddenly strikes out
from the shoulder at an unsuspecting
and unbelieving mortal.
Mr. George W. Allen, one of our best
known citizens, furnishes us the facts
of this peculiar case. They are as fol-
lows :
On Saturday last, at the house of Wm.
Giddings, in Alleu’s addition to the
Twelfth Ward, a sudden and unac-
countable commotion commenced with
the furniture. Chairs wont suddenly
from the floor up to the ceiling, and
one broke in falling back to the floor.
Crockery would fly from the china-
closet out upon the floor and break in
pieces. The tea-kettle flew off the
stove and upset, with its scalding water,
upon Mrs. Giddings, scalding her
badly. An oil lamp flew from the shelf
and broke in pieces upon the flooor. A
pail filled with earth and flowers was
taken from the door and flew over a
fence into the next yard. On being
brought back again it went flying over
the same fence. Wood from a pile
went flying over tho fence.
The floor of the house was filled with
the debris of broken chairs, crockery,
etc., etc. The women of the neighbor-
hood all gathered there aud were terri-
bly frightened. They sent for Messrs.
George W. Allen and his brother Unfa*
Allen, who happened to be down at
their tannery. They went in and saw
the destruction, but believed nothing
as to tho causes, but saw tho results.
While Mr. George W. Allen was coun-
seling the women to dismiss their fears,
the iron ladle-hook used to remove cov-
ers from the stove, and which was rest-
ing on the stove hearth, flow and struck
him ou the leg with considerable force.
No one was as near the stove as him-
self, and lie was ten feet away from ir.
Soon a newly-made pie, staiuiing upon
a table, flew past him and smashed up
against the stove. He retreated from
the room simply to prevent being hit
by these unaccountable manifestations.
That these things occurred without
human agency is vouched for. by scoies
of eye-witnesses who are beyond im-
peachment.
All the above Mr. Allen is willing to
testify to. How to account for it he
cannot tell, unless it is by electricity.- 
Milwaukee Wisconsin,
“ I Want to Sec Motller.,,
Night before last a young lady resid-
ing iu the city, who had been ill for
some months, died. That night her
mother, worn out by weeks of care and
watching, had laid down upon the foot
of the bed, leaving two women to watch
over the sufferer, who appeared to be in
a stupor. She had been asleep but a
few minutes when her daughter awoke
and inquired of the nurses: ‘’Where
is mother? I want to see her this
minute.” The Indies explained the cir-
cumstances, to which the girl replied,
“ Yes, I know mother is tired out, but
I must see her right now,” Expostu-
lations were useless ; she became ex-
cited, aud reaching over to her mother,
endeavored to arouse her, but was too
weak. The ladies finally concluded to
wake the parent, who immediate ly sat
up in bed and look ed at her daughter.
The latter glanced full in her face for
a second, aud fell back dead.— Art era -
'mento Inion . .
The Markets,
NEW YORE.
Beeves ....................... 9 13*
Hoou— Erestcd ................. 9 (a< !,;
Cotton ........................ 17 rj
Fioun— Superfine Woetem ..... 5 60 ® 6 « 0
Wheat— No. 2CliicaKO ........ 1 30 ifr 1 31
No. 1 Spring ........... 1 27 @ 1 29
Corn .......................... 81 (S> 96
Pork— New Mess ............. 23 50 (S>
Laid— Steam .................. 14*<S> 14*
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers. 6 85 @ 6 75
Choice Natives ....... 6 00 (ip 6 25
Good to Prime Steers. 5 65 (5* 5 85
Cows and Heifers ..... 3 00 (5> 4 (*0
Medium to Fair ....... 4 25 @ 5 ( 0
Inferior to Common.. 2 60 (ff1 3 50
Hoos— Live .................... 6 00 $ 8 CO
Floob— Fancy White Winter. ... 8 00 @ 8 50
Red Winter ........... 5 60 (5> 6 00
Wheat-No. 1 Spring .......... 1 07 © 1 07}
No. 2 Spring .......... 1 03 @ 1 04
Ne. 3 Spring .......... 97}(& 98}
Coin— No. 2 .................. 64® 65}
Oats— No. 2 .................... 37}® 88}
Rye-No. 2 .................... 72 (5> 72}
Darle.y— No. 2 ................. 93 @ 55
Butteb— Choice Yellow.. ..... 28 @ 32
Egos— Freeh ................ 12®
PoBK-Mess ................... 22 00 @22 25
Lard ......................... 14}@» 14,
8T LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Bod Winter ..... 1 17 @) 1 18
Oobn— No. 2 ................... 64 65
Oats— No. 2 .................... 41 (5> 43
Rye-No. 2 .................... 75 ® 78
Pork— Mess ................... 24 00 ®
Lard..; ....................... 15 ® 15}
Hoos .......................... 6 00 ® 7 70
Cattle ........................3 00 @ 5 75
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 1 ................1 11}® 1 12}
No. 2 ................, 1 00 @ 1 07
Corn— No. 2 ..................., 64 @ 65
Oats— No. 2 ................... 851® 364
Barley No. 2 .................. 99 ® 1 00
80}@ 81}
CINCINNATI.
Wheat— White ................1 15 ® 1 20
Corn .......................... 65 ® 67
45 ® 49
Rye ........................... 83 @ 85
Pork— Mees ...................23 00 @
Lard ........................ ... 14 ® ic}
TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 1 Red..: .........1 20 @
Amber Michigan ....... 1 17 ®
81}*
1 i8
50
flnnN ...... ........ 67}® 69}
DETROIT.
Wheat— Extra ................1 26 ® 1 27
Amber ............ .... 1 15 Cai 1 16
Corn .......................... ^  •
CLEVELAND.
Wheat-No. 1 Red .... ........ 1 16 (5) ..
No. 2 Red ............. 113® ..
Corn .................. ® IJ
Oats ............ *• ............ 43 ® ^
«How Ladles Dress at Saratoga.
[Saratoga Correspondence of the New York World.]
As ft womftn dressed in the height,
not only of fashion, but costly fashion,
promenades r ball-room, suppose we
estimate whnt in round numbers she
represents in cash— that is, the actual
cost, as nearly ns it can be ascertained,
of what she wears.
Her dress, independent of lace, will
scarcely cost less than $300. Worth’s
cheapest fire $200 in gold. A set of
the handsomest point-lace flounces may
usually be valued at about $3,000,
thoych very handsome ones may be
purchased for less. A fine point-lace
overdress or shawl costs at least $1,500.
A fan suitable for such a dress is worth
$50 at least, and a handkerchief about
the same ; and the diamonds seen with
tuis toilet frequently represent $50,000,
consisting of necklace, ear-drops,
aigrette, a bouquet de corsage, and
bracelets; besides these are rings
rarely purchased for less thau $3,000,
when there are but three or four of
them. So we have our fashionable
women representing $57,000 or even
$60,000, for there are many minor but
costly accessories for the toilet, and even
valuing her toilet at $00,000 is a low
estimate.
Hub this is the ball-drofis aloue, and
only one ball-dress, and who would ex-
pect a (jrande dame to go through a
Saratoga season with but one ? She
Las another silk covered with embroid-
ery, and Valenciennes lace edges its
rutiles ; this will scarcely cost less than
$500* and then she has a velvet at $800
or $1,000, and three or four light eilk
robes of light shades, trimmed with silk
of the same or darker tints, for not one
of which she paid less than $300 to
$500 ; and she has other jewelry be-
sides— diamonds, corals, earrings, neck-
lace, bracelet, and brooch at $200 ; and
she has onyx and diamond ear-drops
and pendant and various other styles of
ornaments, beautiful and costly because
in fashion. She has fans to match
every dress, and not one cau be pur-
chased for less than $25, and she
Las costly handkerchiefs without num-
ber.
Her daylight dresses are not less ex-
pensive. One of her morning-dresses
of Paris muslin and Valenciennes lace
cost $120, and the colored silk over
which she wears it cost nearly another
$100. The sash of ribbon and lace at
$25, jabot for the throat $10, scarf of
black guipure $12. A parasol of white
silk lined with a color audepsered with
lace must be used sittin<mi the piazza
or going to and from the spring, and
another $50 may be easily counted in
for that. Her ladyship has, of course,
an embroidered batiste at $75, a black
grenadine walking-dress at $200, a
biacii silk at $300, a guipure sacque
at $00, a beaded polonaise at $150, at
least half a dozen hats (I have been
told of a lady here who has three
dozen), and not one costs less than $20.
bus spends $2 every few days for silk
illusion to pin over her face and hat
and bring down around her throat ns a
srari. She has a jet belt with deep
f. inge and pocket, costing $1G. Gloves
she rarely wears at Saratoga, preferring
to show her rings, but irt balls, at the
races, and at church, kid must eclipse
the diamonds, and $3 and $4 a pair she
generally pays for these. An opera-
cloak at $100 and an India shawl at
$1,000 are indispensable to her ward-
robe. Dresses, gloves, fans, parasols,
and the numberless small articles
which are -only pretty when in fashion,
are ephemeral and "must be renewed
each year ; the India shawl, diamonds,
and lace form a flue lady’s capital
stock.
Fortunes Made by Advertising.
If the advantages of advertising could
still possibly be doubted, the high ap-
preciation which the business communi-
ty of New York places upon it should
suffice to convert oven the most incred-
ulous upon this point. According to a
correspondent of the Cincinnati En-
quim't who has fully investigated the
subject, the average receipts of the New
York dailies amtount annually to
$3,908,000. Of this sum, the Herald
receives upward of $2,000,000, or about
$6,000 a day ; the Staats Zeitunrj,
$1,825,000 ; the Time*, $1,460,000 ; and
so on down to some of the more ob-
scure sheets, none of which receive less
thau $100,000. The weekly papers take
ne .rly half a million annually as their
share of the advertising patronage, and
perhaps fully $5,000,000 is spent in
posters, circulars, steamboat and s'.reet-
car advertising, etc. The writer also
shows whence this immense revenue
comes, and quotes theiollowing figures
from the ledgers of some of the leading
business firms : A. T. Stewart, for in-
stance, is said io spend $500,000 a- year
for printer’s ink; Lord k Taylor,
$225,000; Arnold k Constable, $175,-
000; Robert Bonner, $200,000; Bab
bitt, the soap man, $225,000; while
Barnum pays out every year about
$400,000 ; and all have made their
fortunes largely through this instru-
mentality.
A good many merchants who seem to
think that money spent in advertising a
regular, legitimate business is wasted,
are willing to concede that quacks, con-
fidence men, certain classes of manu-
facturers, etc., etc., may use ths adver-
tising columns of the newspapers ad-
vantageously ; but all persons who read
the New York journals carefully,: will
(•ijsterve that a great part of their adver-
tising business comes from such im-
mense houses as are mentioned above.
Some of our Western mercHSnfa' might
profit bv following such examples.— /«-
dust rial Aye.
An Irishman, in writing a letter to
his sweetheart, asking whether, she
would accept of his love or not, writes
thus : “If you don’t love me, plaze
send back the letter without breaking
the seal.”
“Tip”-A Dog.
A correspondent writing from Weat-
ogue, Simsburg, Conn., sends the Hart-
ford Times word of the death of one
Tip, upon which information that paper
remarks as follows : Now Tip, although
nothing but a dog- a part “black-and-
tan” dog, too, with a cur cress— was yet
more intelligent than some human
beings. He had the faculty of reason,
just as clearly and unmistakably as
human Iwing* have it ; the difi'erenoe
being not in kind but in degree. He
was a Hartford dog ; and we witnessed
the occurrence, described so long ago
in the Times, to which our correspond-
ent here refers :
“We have preserved a scrap of paper
which contains a little item relapjre to
‘ Tip’s sagacity, and which was pub-
lished in the Hartford Times fifteen
years ago.”
It is worth repeating. He was in a
private ground where another and larger
doghad got possession of a hone. “Tip”
yearned for that bone, as much as Sew-
ard yearned in 1860 for the Republican
nomination for the Presidency. He
failed after various efforts to snatch it
away ; aud then ho suddenly ran off two
or three rods to a certain tree, aud be-
gan pawing and snuffing fiercely about
the roots, and setting up a tremendous
yelping and barking. “ Shot” paying
little attention to all this, kept ou
munching hie bone; and the howls find
yells of “Tip” became fierce indeed;
it was just ris if be had holed a bear or
a tiger. He barked with an energy and
earnestness indicating that he was really
“ right upon” some desperate varmint.
He pawed, snuffed eagerly at the ground
and tore up the soil as if his life de-
pended upon the rapidity of his work,
and kept barking more and more fiercely.
“Shot” became interested. This tierce
barking, snuffing, and pawiug evidently
meant business. Very likely that pert
whiffet of a dog bad found at least a
’coon. He would go and see. Drop-
ping his bone he ran to the tree and be-
gan eagerly to snuff about. “ Tip”—
little rascal !— had planned for just
this. Watching his chances, as soon
as “Shot’ gave him a chance, he
sprang like an arrow back to that bone
— grabbed it, and made such time as
“ Goldsmith Maid” never dreamed of in
securing a safe retreat in a place he
knew “ Shot” couldn’t get at him. His
cunning trick was successful ; he ob-
tained that bone. And if there was not
reason in the calculation of this plot-
real human reason— what was it?
How a Prize-Fighter Trains.
He rises every morning at 3:30, aud
takes a light shower-bath of strong
brine, is rubbed dry with Turkish
towels and a horse-brush until his skin
glows like a cherry. After dressing,
and drinking a glass of sherry with an
egg in it, he starts out on a ramble of
four miles over the hills. He returns
about 7 o’clock and eats his breakfast,
which usually consists of a mutton
chop, a couple of soft-boiled eggs,
bread a day ofd, and a cup of tea. Alter
breakfast he takes a light pair of dumb-
bells, and saunters out for his daily
walk, which usually consists of about
fifteen miles. On the last few miles he
comes in on a dead run, the sweat run-
ning from every pore. He immediately
enters a closed rortm, his clothing is re-
moved, and his trainers rub him dry
with Turkish towels. When dry two
pails of brine are dashed over him to
close the pores and tone the skin.
Again dried with towels he dresses and
takes a little exercise with the dumb-
bells to bring out a gentle glow, alter
which he stretches on a hammock swung
under the trees, and reads the paper
until dinner is announced.
His dinner consists of roast beef or
fish, or, in fact, anything that he craves
that is not injudicious to the system.
After dinner he lounges around for an
hour or so, then he goes into the gym-
nasium, where he practices dumb-bells,
swings Indian clubs, exercises ou the
horizontal bar, or spars with Aaron un-
til 4 o’clock. A tramp over the hills
precedes supper, about 6 o’clock, which
consists of a little chicken, dry toast
aud tea. After supper follows more
gymnastic exercise ; after which he
bathes his feet in brme for fifteen
minutes, and about 9 o’clock the
weary pugilist seeks his couch.— /W*-
fjurgh Dispatch.
The German Navy.
The Dorsenzeitunff, of Berlin, says that
one of the chief occupations of the Ger-
man Admiralty just now is to improve
'the ship-building interests of the em-
pire. This is to be done not only by
having a considerable number of ships
of war built in private ship-building
establishments, but also by applying
almost exclusively to German manu-
facturers for the machinery and other
articles required for naval purposes. It
is hoped by this means in a lew years
to make the German navy quite inde-
pendent of foreign countries, both as
records ship-building and its other re-
quirements. The -slight development
which has taken place in the German
ship-building industry during the past
few years is regarded as a circumstance
very prejudicial to the power of Ger-
many at sea, and "if the Government
does not succeed in obtaining all it re-
quires for the navy from private estab-
lishments, it w.i 11 create factories of its
own for that’ purpose. This will be
especially necessary for iron plates and
masts, which have hitherto invariably
had to be procured from abroad. Last
year Measrs. Krapp proposed to begin
the construction of these articles ou au
extensive scale, but they seem now to
have abandoned this project. As re-
gards the construction of naval ma-
chinery, this is already being taken up
private establishments with very satis-
factory results.
Mrs. Lovejoy, age 68, residing near
Baldwin City, Kan., gave birth to a
bouncing boy a few days since.
Cloud-Bursts ami Water- Spouts.
Many of our contemporaries seem to
be under the impression that cloud-
burstr and water-spouts are one and the
same thing. Our own observations and
experience of them during several
years’ residence in this State, as well as
comparing notes in the experience of
others, induce the belief that, although
the phenomenal effects of each are very
similar, yet there is n decided difference
iu their source and formation. Water-
spouts are met with on the ocean or ou
broad surfaces of water. A cloud-
burst is simply a most extraordinary
shower or ponring-down of ram— an
overladen cloud suddenly letting go its
contents by the run, The heavy por-
tentous cloud may pass along over the
earth, showering down its watery con-
tents generously as it goes along, aud
were it to meet no obstacle or changing
circumstance, nothing unusual might
come of it. At or about the heads of
gulches or canons among the mountain-
tops is whore the cloud-burst
occurs. The cause may bo
looked for in sudden electrical
disturbances, the electricity of the
earth and the cloud coming into con-
tact or conjunction, or perhaps a huge
current of cold air met with at that
point may produce the result. Bo that
ns it may, the observer will simply
notice a sudden and furiously copious
shower or pouriug-dowu of rain, and
no definite body or column of water, as
iu the case of a water-snout. The steep
hillside will .be directly covered with
flowing sheets of water rushing from
all directions into the bed of the ravine,
forming a great flood which sweeps
along logs, brush, rocks, aud every
loose thing it cau gather in its coarse,
and thus driving along a huge front
wall, as it were, of all sorts of debris,
seething with angrily foaming water,
sweeping everything movable before it,
and spreading ruin and devastation in
its course. The flood-gates of the
upper regions seem to open, aud the
ruiu descends more iu actual streams
thau drops. The watery composition
of the cloud seems to condense all at
once, and the name of “cloud-burst"
is peculiarly appropriate.— Go/d Jlill
(Aer.) News.
A Kentucky Female Stock- Drover.
The advent of drovers at the East
Liberty Stock-Yards is not generullv
heralded with any extraordinary Horn isli
of trumpets, though there is consider-
able bellowing at times when there is au
arrival of stock. But when a female
drover— a genuine female drover, or we
might call her a droveress— made her
appearance out there early last Monday
morning, riding on top" of a car with
the other drovers, you may imagine it
caused something of a sensation. The
lady’s name is Mrs. Margaret Magee,
and she hails from Oynthiann, Ky. She
How They Finally Got Married.
One long summer afternoon there
came to Mr. Davidson's the most curi-
ous specimen of an old bachelor the
world ever heard of. He was old, gray,
wrinkled, and odd. He hated old
women, especially old maids, and
wasn’t afraid to say so. He and Aunt
Patty had it hot whenever chance drew
them together ; yet still he came, and il
was noticed that Aunt Patty took un-
usual pains with her dress whenever he
was expected.
One day the contest waged unusually
strong, aud Aunt Patty left in disgust
aud went out iuto the garden.
“That bear!” she muttered to her-
self, as she stooped to gather a flower
which attracted her attention.
“ What did you ruu for-?” said a gruff
voice behind her.
"To get rid of you.”
“ You didn’t do it, did you?”
“ No ; you are worse than a burdock
bur.”
“Yon won’t get rid of me, either.”
“I won’t, eh?”
“Only iu one wav.”
“And that?”
“ Marry me.”
“What! us two fools get married!
What would people say ?”
“That’s nothing to us. Come, say
yes or no ; I'm iu a hurry.”
“ Well, no, then.”
“ Very well ; good-by, I shan’t come
again.”
“Stop a bit— what a pucker you’re
“Yes or no !”
“ I must consult—”
“All right; I thought you were of
age. Good-by.”
“Jabez Andrews, don’t be a fool.
Come back I say. Why, I believe the
critter lias taken me for earnest. Jabez
Andrews, I’ll consider.”
“I don’t want any considering; I’m
going. Becky Hastings is waiting for
me. I thought I’d give you the first
chance, Patty. All right ; good-by.”
“Jabez! Jabez! That stuck-up
Beck Hastings shan’t have him ! Jabez,
yes! Do you hear— Y-e-s \"~ Provi-
dence Journal. '
The Temperature ot the Sun.
The latest investigation ou the tem-
perature of the sun by Father Seeohi
has been recently published, aud he
concludes that the lowest limit of this
temperature must be about 133,000 de-
grees centigrade. This determination
he has arrrivedj at by a comparison of
the solar radiation and that of the elec-
tric light. He has employed the same
apparatus, namely, the thermo-heliom-
eter, described iu his well-known work
ou the suu. The temperature produced
by solar radiatiou was observed at Rome
about noon on several days in July, aud
was determined to be 36* times that of
the carbon points of the electric light.
Both tteecbi and Him agree that the
temperature of solar radiatiou may de-brought along two car-loaJa of cattle nmm OI „,JKlr raumtlou ae.
mg, robust in figure, aud probably 35
or 38 years of age. She owns 400 acres
of land in a high state of cultivation iu
the blue-grass region, and is monarch
of all she surveys. She raises stock,
and has shipped stock several times be-
fore, but this is the first trip she has
gone into the business, and iuto the
caboose-ear like the other drovers. She
is the widow of a drover who died some
time ago aud left her to shift for her-
self, and she is doing it nobly. She is
treated with the greatest respect aud
courtesy by the other drovers, and her
first trip among the jovial class of drov-
ers exerted a decidedly beneficial influ-
ence. Nothing was said in her presence
to which she could take exceptions, aud,
her first reception being so cordial and
gentlemanly ou the part of the drovers
aud all others with whom she has had
occasion to mingle, she will doubtless
continue to accompany her stock to the
East Liberty Yards in the future. There
is no use in singing “ Who will care for
mother now?” about such women as
Mrs. Magee.
Tragedy iu Wallachia.
A tragic affair occurred recently at
Bucharest, arising out of legal proceed-
ings for recovery of a debt. An old
man, a Servian resident, owed a sum of
money to a usurer, who, failing to ob-
tain payment of his claim, went to law
and obtained a writ against Ids debtor.
When, however, he proceeded to eject
the old Servian, considerable difficulties
“cropped up.” The old Servian did
not like to bo ejected, nud endeavored
in the first instance to induce his cred- j uol W11U llfielIt ^ ncu ncci-
itor to grant him .respite. His request , (jcnts „( course very rare, and a
Tn?c, -Vl ,Tif UP by,hlB m,e »ud I case of the kind seems worthy of me,.-tni ““n m Y10' f0I ! ‘io“ « «nly to illustrate the possibility
“eXOr?bl0;- - A,.‘ll0Jn I “nJ tlnw point out the need of ear.- re-u • . 18 nppbcutiou, theold gnrjjng some matteri which are sun-
Seman somewhat hastily plunged a | “osed f0 take care of themselves. ‘
knife into the heart of the usurer, --
probably intending no harm, but ima gin- Sir Samuel Baker has put his foot iu
mg that usurers had no hearts. lithe }*• His enthusiasm ran ahead of his
old Servian had simply contented him- j judgment when he praised the Khedive
self with killing the usurer perhaps little ' °f Egypt as u stanch Abolitionist. He
would have been thought of the matter, has recently published a card in the
but* unfortunately, ou a bystander's London Times, in which he gives ex-
officiously attempting to seize him, the pression to his belief that the Khedive
old Servian, still further irritated, gave *8 somewhat of a hypocrite. While Sir
him also a mortal stab. Here the I Samuel was telegraphing all over the
tragedy would probably have euded, , world the welcome news that slavery
but that the dying bystander, instead ' abolished iu the Nile Basin, one
of forgiving his assailant in his last mo- 1 Abou Saood was busily engaged iu im-
ments, was unchristian enough before , porting slaves. Sir Samuel was com-
be died to seize a great log of wood and f°rte(* l,y tlie promise that this traitor
knock the old Servian’s' brains out. ! should be brought to trial at- the ear-
The bystander then expired, and, every- 1 1*e9t opportunity, and. therefore m-
body concerned in the affair being dead, I dulged in the congratulations which
nothing remained to be done, but to : wert* s0 extensively shared iu this couu-
bury their bodies. The fate of the old try as well as England. But now it ap-
Servian has excited general sympathy, ' peflrs that Abou Saood, instead of mak-
nud much indignation is exo’ressed tit 1DS the acquaintance of the executioner,
the conduct o? the usurer, which has , t*a8. ,)eeI1 promoted in office. All of
led to such deplorable results. ' "'hidi goes to show that the faith of on
- 1 - - ; Egyptian despot is not to be relied on
The students at Berkley College Cal- 1 m<ire. re<'kle8bly ^  that of au ordinary
Horn in, live iu cottages built by tile iu- P°LBcian. __ ^
stitution, and board, iu clubs. They Fn’E misses at Cornell University are
live like lords on $16 a month. practicing towing.
Tuts r mn not.
If a nun nUoulil coin* be*|tl« thw,
With h uniooth ami i>reciuu» air,
An ! con !onr (ho llttli' evlW
WltU a voice all Niuooth ami fair,
Ami with hnucyi'd A'ceut »li«w t .***
Tlilujf*. thoukuowMt arc below latt*,
’iliou^h he wear a Halntljr garment,
Trust him uoi.
If a man with guile or flattery
Would instill Into thy heart
Thought* of aelf ami uplfirh action,
To olmcure the nobler i»*rt,
Let thy judgnifiit whUjier to Hire
lie but aeeketh to undo thee ;
Though hla pralaM be an nectar.
Trust him not,
If a man with hollow canting
^ auntetli much hi* own endeavor.
How he Weeps because the world !•
Full a* wicked ujw as ever—
Ry hi* own noul ’tla he Jndgetb,
Ami bin narrow mind bogrudgath
Ht-avcu'a mercies to the mauy,
Truit him not.
If the tempter tell the pleasant
1* the path that you may tread—
That the life we live Is present,
With no future far alwad—
' Pis. ala* ! th" oame uid itorr,
Told by L\e iu F.den'e glory,
Trust him not.
Every evtt, great or little,
Moils the whiteness of thy noul—
Mattering words, like hidden nulckliudi
May thy spirit overroll—
And when canting overreaches,
Let him practlcf what he preaches,
It la the lesson wisdom teaches,
Trust him not.
In the mine the gem 1* hidden ;
There are pearl* beneath the aea,
Aud many a pretty flower
Blooms unnoticed on the lea.
Shun the rose, If Vic * Invite tli«e.
Though its fragrance may delight th-*?,
Therein* serpent* that will bite thee,
Trust them not.
stratum of the sun, or on a considerable
thickness of its substance, according as
this latter is opaque or transparent.
Hirn concludes that if the transparence
were nearly perfect the solar tempera-
ture might well be only a few thou-
sand degrees ; but various phenomena,
among them the observations of Prof.
Langley, of Pittsburgh, on the crossing
of the currents of the photosphere, show
that the solar surface is essentially
opaque, and certainly at the best is not
completely transparent. The very high
temperature of 130,000 degrees to* 170,-
000 degrees, above given, is, therefore,
not inadmissible, but must be looked
upon as at least giving a lower limit to
the true value of the temperature of the
suu.
Flies as Vehicles of Contagion.
Physicians have sometimes expressed
the opinion that the infectious matter of
small-pox, cholera and other infectious
diseases may be, at least occasionally,
conveyed from house to house by the
common house- fly. One is reminded of
the theory by the account published of the
death of a promising young man in Ber-
liu. He was a student in a gymnasium
there. He had a small, hardly observa-
ble ulcer or sore on one of his cheeks,
aud while in the turning-hall attached
to the institution, a fly lighted on the
sore. The moment after it was driven
off a sharp, pricking sensation was felt
in the place, the face began to swell, the
young man took to his bed and iu a few
days was dead. Wo suppose it was a
common house-fly, aud of course we
must also suppose that it must have im-
parted a poisonous substance which did
uot originate with itself. Such acci-
flnmor*
An affectionate sight — Barrels iu
tiers.
Rakes flourish most iu the hayday of
youth.
A race of sculp • The Chip-away
Indians.
When is a bullet like au ox ? When
it grazes.
If not careful to diet somotimes, you
will bo sure to die-it all the soouer. *
This is the miHisters’ leap year. Au-
gust, their vacation month, has flvo
Sundays.
A gormandizing Pennsylvanian passed
away while yet in the midst of his for-
tieth quart of peanuts.
Mohammedanism lias been defined as
that blessed religion which mak.s
people wash themselves.”
We hold that a woodchuck is fit for
treason, stratagem, and spoils, because
ho has uo music iu his hole.
Let your motto be, “Liberty or
death," aud if it comes to the pinch
take the most of it iu liberty.
• I COME to steal,” as the rat said to
the trap. “ Aud I spring to embrace
you,” as the trap replied to the rat.
A Cuban dollar is now worth only
thirteen cents, but they keep ou calling
it a dollar just for the fun of the thing.
Would- ns contributor : “ I wish you
would tell me something to write
about.” Editor: “ \>ell, rightabout
face.”
A man who in talking to a lady Javs
his hand upon her shoulder may f>e
thought to be too touching in his re-
marks.
Lightning-rod venders are sad now
that metal roofs are discovered to be
absolute protection to houses iu thunder
storms.
It has never been decided whether
accidents are epidemic or not. There
is no reason to doubt that fires are
“catching.”
The editor of the Panama Star apolo-
gizes for the non-appearance of his paper
by saying that he had to haul off to dig
buckshot out of his legs.
A tombstone at Columbus, Tenu.,asb
this inscription : “Escaped the bullets
of the enemy to be assassinated by a
cowardly pup— a kind husband aud* an
affectionate father.”
Eogsactly so !— Customer— “Them
eggs iu the window good ?” Trader—
“ Don’t kuow, an’t been inside ’em !”
Customer— “Ah, thought you didn't'
look like a ehickeu ! Good-bye.”
A feddler called on a Unioutowu lady
to dispose of some goods, aud inquired
of ber if she could tell him of any road
on which uo ]>eddler had traveled.
“ Yes,” replied she, “I kuow of one,
aud that’s the road to heaven.”
A dissipated young spendthrift, when
remonstrated with by his wife, replied :
“lam like the prodigal sou. and shall
repent by and by.” “Yes,” said the
better half, “ and I am like the prodigal
son, too, for I will arise and go to myfather.” J
“ You are a good little boy,” said a
Sunday-school teacher to a sturdy lad,
you never use naughty words.” “No,
I don't,” was the honest reply, “ but
when my big brother takes all the gravy
and leaves me all the crusts I think
damn a good deal, I tell you.”
The following is said to be a popular
song iu Duluth :
IWoenk wb*n I’m hnnjrry,
Wb!»ky wb**ii I'm dry,
GrevulnU «b*-u I'm imd up,
And IlMVeu whtu I die.
I A band of Italiaus now performing in
| Loudon haye demonstrated' that, by
breathing through large flint stones
1 with holes bored through them, the air
(could be made vocal with the food of
; tore. This strange company, the mem-
| bers of which are attired like brigands,
gfvc the overture to “William Tell’’
; with astonishing’ brilliancv and elan,
j aud the music is said to be" unlike any-
I thing ever before presented. Heuce-
i *u$£h 1 he well-worn aphorism, hard as
flint, will be likely to loose its eigniti?
cauce.
^usintts gitfftorjj.
Attomyi.
fOWARD, M. 1)., naira Agent, Attorney ami
L Notary Public; River itreeU
C BRIDK. U. W., Attorney at Uw and HoUd-
ill tor In l hancery: office with M. D. Ho*-
AMD, cor. Klghth and River street*.
kRT. F. J.. Attorney at Uw. Collecting and
' Pension Claim Agent. Office, Eai-t of r*Clty
Hotel.”
Vcttry Public*.
1 \OB8BVRG, H.t Notary Public and Conveyan-
LJ cer; office at residence, Ninth street.
1 )0^T, HKNRY I)., Real Estate and loinrance1 Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col-
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
VAN 80MLVIN, 0., Notary Public. Justice
> of the Peace and Conveyancer; Office, //of-
l/ivf City Newt.
Y^ALHH. H , Notary
Bikirlti.
tINNKKANT, J., Proprietor of the Pioneer
i Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
nESSINK. Mrs. !.., Proprietress of City Bakcrv;
I Confectionary and cigars; Refreshments In
this line served on csll; 8th street.
Baakli( tad Izcbaif*
V KNYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
IV Drafts bought and aold; cor. Eighth and
River streets.
Books sad Stationery.
 blNNKKANT, Miss A. M.. Dealer In Books A
Htatlonary ; Confectionary. Toys, etc. ; River
street.
QLOETINtiH. A.. Book Binder, and dealer in
‘ Books and Stationery ; River street.
V ASTERS. L. T.,A CO.. Dealers In Books,
K. Stationery. Toys, Notions and Candles; op-
posite City Drug Store, Eighth street. _
Boots and Shoes.
VLEERDINK W. A II. General dealers
K In Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done,
River street.
TTEROLD. B., Manufacturer of and 1*1
Xi Binds and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.,
Eighth street. ______ _
OPKimMA. L. A SON, Dealers bind Mami
S facturers of all kinds of Boots and 8hoca; 8th
and Insnranco Agent. Office, City l>niQ
Stnrf, 8th street.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
0. VAN 8CHELVEN, - - Editor.
Saturday, August 22.
rkotofT*?**-
T AUDBR GEORGE, Photographs and Gems
In all the various styles and sizes; Gallery
on Eighth Street.
Fhyiielaai.
A N'N'IS T K. Physician; reNidcnc . oppoalte
A‘ S. W. cor. Public Square.
/ i VHPKNTKK .1 H.. Phvsiclan, Surgeon and Ac-
T KDBBOKR. B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
Ij corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public square. _ _
I E DEBOER, F. S.. Physician and Surgeon;
1 j Office corner Eleventh and River street oppo
site public square,
DOWERS, T. D., Homeopathic Physician and1 Surgeon; office on M. D. HowAitn's lot, cor-
ner of8th and HI verst.; residence on 10th st.
OCHOUTEN.R, A., Surgeon, Physician Obstctri-
^ clan. Regular graduated and Licensed. Of-
fice at residence, corner 9th and Fish street.
Sewing Machine*
street.
Drag* Mi Medicine*.
1\0ESHI RU..I. o.. Dealer In Drugs and Medl-
1 J clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. 1 hy-
•iclan's prescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.
j^ANTEUS, A. M., Agent for Grofer and Bn-
ker’a Sewing Machines; Eighth street.
Saddler*.
y^AUPELL, Hm Manufacturer of and deilwta
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
SUvei, Weed, Bark, Ite.
RANTERS, R.. Dealer In Staves, Wood and
f TAN PHTTEN, W'm., Denier in Drugs, Mcdl-
V ‘ clues. Paints. Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Hero's Family Medicines; River St.
II7AI.SH HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; a full
Tv stock of good* appertaining to the business.
Sec advertisement.
Dry Ooodi.
DERT8CH, D. General dealer In DryO Goods, Yankee Notions. Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth ami Market streets. ,
Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
Tobacco aid Cigars.
f£'E ROLLER, 0. j., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars. Snuff. Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Wagoamaktr* aid BlackiaRhi.
I?LIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
T Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
flour aid Fiid.
U LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers In Flour and
Feed. Grains and Hay. Mill-stuff. Ac., Ac. La-
barhe's old stand. 8th street.— See Advertisement.
Furalture
EVER 11., A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fur-M nlturc, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
D EIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers IniV Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
done. Cash paid for Furs.
Watch** aid Jewelry. _ _
A LBERS a WYNNE, Jewelers and Watrhma-A kers. The oldest estnblDhment in the city;
Eighth street.
fOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewel-
») ers. and dealers In Fancy Goods; cor. Eighth
and Market streets. _
The statement of Frank Moulton, on
which the whole Beecher- Tilton case was
supposed to turn, has been published by
the Committee; also Mr. Beecher's denial.
Notwithstanding the latter’s invitation for
any living person to produce forthwith
whatever writings they may have of any
source whatever, bearing upon tills case,
Mr. Moulton, according to the correspon-
dence of “ Oath.” has retained sufficient
documentary evidence to keep this matter
alive before* the public for some time to
come. One of the peculiar features of
this case is that it calls for very extended
remarks or none at all. On the who)c
Mr. Beecher’s statement Is favorably re
ceivcd, caused in part by the disappoint-
ment in what was expected to be revealed
by Frank Moulton, the “mutual friend.”
At this time, however, when it was gen
orally expected that the case would draw
to a close, it only reveals an aggregation
of lying or perjury, and adultery or black-
mailing. Mr. Tilton has given Mr.
Beecher notice that the case will be car-
ried into the courts, which appears to be
satisfactory to the latter. Let the result
be what may, the development of the kind
of men Mr. Beecher has selected for his
friends does not reflect to his credit, and
will have a tendency to keep belter men
at a distance from him. Until other evi-
dence from more reliable quarters is ad-
duced wc cannot convict Mr. Beecher of
the crimes laid at his door by Mr. Tilton.
If Mr. Beecher can he crushed by a com-
bination of a Theodore Tilton, and Frank
Moulton, than may not any gentleman be
ruined, even if he is not a clergyman, in-
nocent though he may he? Would any
community admit the guilt of its leading
clergyman, upon the charge of one man,
bankrupt in morals, aided by an inscrupu-
lous ally?
Evening services will be held regular
every Sabbath, in Hope (Reformed) church,
the lamps having arrived some two weeks
ago, the mentioning of which was omitted
by us. These lamps are a present to Hope
church from the congregation of Rev. A.
Du Bois, Flatlands, N. Y., and add great-
ly to the looks Inside. Mr. N. D. Ward,
from Grand Rapids, has placed a $425
Estey organ in the church, for trial.
Strainboat £iiu.
m ^dveriisemrntss.
FEHS BASSETS IBmncm
WHO WANTS ANY?
The MERCHANTS »nd SHIPPERS of Hollana
ami viritikv an* hereby notified that the GOOD-
RICH TRANSPORTATION COMPANY will Q»m
their freight from Chicago to Grand Haven a* fob
low*:
General Merchandize— Drv Good*. Groecriea,
Hardware. Crockery. Drug*, hoot* A Shoe*. Hata
A Cap*, etc., at 18c per 100 Iba.
Iron, Nall* A Spike*, Lead, Paint, etc., at 15c per
ion ib*.
Grain, Feed, Potatoealn Bag*, etc., at l?c per
ion lb*.
Bill* Syrup, Whiskey, Oil, Pork, Vinagar, etc.,
at 40c per bbl.
Bill* Sugar, Rice, Pea*. Beans, etc., at 25c per
bbl.
OT l IKK FREIGHT IN PROPORTION.
ARRANGEMENTS have been made with Mr.
D. P. Cur, Receiver of the M L. S. Railroad, for
the following Rate* from Grand Haven to Holland,
IhrliiMtf of Cartage at Grand Haven:
l*t class, 2nd class, 3rd clas*, 4th class.
000,000,001 qt. Berry,
"'001 Berry crates,
000,000,001 R. R. Peach Basket*.
For sale by H. D. POST* '
Nathan Kenyon, Banker.
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Col-
lection business. Collections made on all polpt*
In the UnltedStates and Europe. Particular atten-
tion paid to the collection* of Hanks and Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment All busi-
ness entrusted to me *hall have prompt atten-
tion. Interest allowed on time denoslls, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and from all point* In Europe
17c. 15c. 12c. 10c.
Forlurther Information apply to Mr. P. PFAN
HTIEHL, Holland, or address:
GOODRICH TR ASPORTATION CO.,
Chicago, Ills.
nrThe evening train for Grand Haven, connect#
wit a this line of Hteamer*. The Boat for Chicago,
leave* Grand Haven every evening, except Satur-
days, and waits until the arrival of the M. L. 8.
Train,
sold at my office.
105 tf N. KENYON.
Dr. G SITES,
DENTIST.
(Our £Hatkct$.
Orocerier
TNL1ET8TRA. A., Groceries and Supplies; a
atock always on hand
rpE VAARWERK.G. J.. Family Supply Store;
X a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
Qntrsl Dialer*.
Produce, Etc-
Apples, bushel. ............... $ (t> I 4
Bean*. V bushel ................... <U 1 '5
Butter. V lh ......... ; .......... ^  *
Clover seed, V bushel ...........
Eggs, V dozen ......... . .........
Honey. V lb ....................... 13^ 1H
Hay, V ton .....................
Hides, green $ lb ................
Gj, 10(10
<(t 6
to
To the Public of Holland and vicln-
ity-I would respectfully announce
that I have permanently located In
'-^U-LLT this place, for the purpose of prac-
ticing my profession of Ikntbtry. All operations
PHCEITXX
Planing Mill.
In re-building our new shop we have pur-
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Mont Approved Pattern*;
upon the teeth w ill he carefully performed, and
diseases of the month be kmglng to Dental Prac-
tice. will be promptly treated. Mechanical Den-I IXsV % v» * * i |»i was* * j ••v «•***•• • 
tlstry, in all the various styles will be executed in
the most workmanlike manner; all operations war-
ranied. Mv office is over Albers A Wynne, Jew
elry Store, Eighth street. Q ^ ^
Holland, Mich., April 17. 1W4. H3-«stf
And we are confident wc can satisfy all who
want
Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE A STEAM
IDIR/Y KILIsT,
SL00TER & HIGGINS,
DEALERS IN
AND
FLOUR & FEED.
and the dry ie g or lvmrer
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In our line, manufactured on short
notice.
II . W. Verkekk A Co.
4f. JA - ly
TEA. AGENTS WANTED.
i\UUK8EMA J. A CO., Dealer* In Dry Good*,\J Groceries, Crockery. Glassware, Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.
rpE ROLLER. D.. Retail Dealer in Dry Goods.
A Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
f TAN PUTTBN A DE VRIES, General RetailV Dealers, in Dry (foods. Groceries, Crockery,
Hats and Caps. Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
E REMAN. 41/ D., Dealer in Dry (foods, (fro-
eerie*, Crockery, Flour A Provision*. New
Store. Eighth street.
YI7ERKMAN A SONS, General Dealer* in DryM Goods, Groceries. Hats and Caps, etc.;
Grain. Flour and Feed made a speciality; River st.
Bardvare.
JJAVERKATE, G, J. A SON, 1st Ward Hard-
ware Store;’ aell cheaper than any other;
8th street.
X7AN DER VEEN. K.. Dealer In General Hard-V ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
Potatoes. V bushel ............... 1 00 w, 1 10
Timothy Seed, V bushel ........... to
Wool, Ib ......................
Keats, Etc.
Beef. dressed tf lb... ................ to 8
Chickens, dressed per lb ............... ^ ,
Lard, P lb ............................. 1]
Pork, dressed V lb .................... ^ toi%
Smoked meat, V lb ..................... to \4
w TAN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dealers inV Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
Hoteli.
ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
A'^t-class accommodation. Free Buss' to and
frtm the Trains. Eighth street.
Smoked ham. lb ...... .........
Smoked shoulders, P lb ................ ^ O' ...
Turkeys. V lb ........................ (d ™
Tallow, |tlb .......................... "to •
Wood. Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .................... t
“ > *• green ...................
“ beach, dry .................... green ..................
Hemlock Bark ................... S
Stave*, white oak ................ 13 00fel4 W
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00© .1 5J
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 jO
Stave bolts, softwood ..................... 3 50
Stave bolts, hardwood ..................... 4 00
Railroad ties, ................................
Grain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrected by the “Hugger Mill*.)
Wheat, white p bushel .......... $l ()() © | 1 05
Corn, shelled V bushel ............. 05
Oats, V bushel .................... to 40
Buckwheat, p bushel ............ w
R vc. bushel ................... 80.© 85
Barley, V 100 lb ................... 2 *5
Middling, V 100 H ................. 1 50
Flour, y too lb ................ J®®
Pearl Barley, y 100 lb ..... , ........ 6 00 © 7 00
Buckwheat Flour, y 100 lb ..........
Fine meal, y 100 lb ................ * 00
rilTY HOTEL. E Kbllooo A Son, Proprietor*.
\j Built In 1873; Furnished inelegant style, ami
a first-class hotel throughout.
OHOENIX HOTEL. J. Rtdm. ^ Proprietor j
X opposltf«. i e the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.
LWiry ui Sail Stablei.
DENDER, G. 11. Livery and Sale Stable; new
X3 barn ; opposite City Hotel ; Market street.
Parinf ^ jntrlliflcncf.
POET OF HOLLAND.
QOONE. H.U street.
Livery and Sale Stable; Market
flBBELINK. J. 11., Livery and Sale Stable;
11 good accommodation for horses; 9th street,
near Market.
Xuufaetoriti, Bill*, Shop*, Ite.
| J EALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
a a Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. IWhA River street.
PAVELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietor*
X of Hugger Milt*; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street
JCOTT, VS'. J., Planing, Matching, Scroll-saw-
ing and Moulding; River street.
TTERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of theV Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
TI7TNTKR8 BRO’S A BROWER (successors to
ff Dutton A Thompson), Engineers and Ma-
chinists. See Advertisement.
Bertsch.
ARRIVALS.
Aug. 14 schr Wolln 48 t- light,
” 15 schr Joses 120 1— light.
*• 17 schr Banner 75 t-U)0 kegs beer.
“ 4' schr 1. L. Shank 25 t-light.
'• '» schr Caledonia 54 t—light.
“ “ schr Fortune* Tilal— light.
18 schr Cousin Mary-light.
  ^ ^ ----
The extension of the tannery of Messrs.
Cappon, Bcrtch & Co., of which we made
a mention in the early part of the summer,
has finally been resolved upon, and work
will be commenced within a couple weeks.
The proposed enlargement will more than
double its capacity; two additions East
and West will he added to the present
buildings, increasing the number of vats
to -IDG. The engine and machinery, in-
cluding the hark mill arc sufficiently
strong and large for the additional labor
required. The job of excavating the
ground, has been let to Messrs. Van Dyk
& Nibbellnk; the earth, about 3,000 yards,
will be used in filling up the low lots
around the tannery. The sizes of the ad-
diliona are 92x00 and 60x24. Mr. J. R.
Klein, who superintended the erection of
the present buildings will have charge of
the work. Besides about 100.000 feet of
lumber, mostly pine, there will also be
needed some 30 cords of stone, from Mr.
Roost’s quarry. The intention is to have
the entire job finished this fall. To give
a correct idea of the extent of this concern
wc give the dimensions of the buildings,
including the above additions, when com-
pleted: Main building, for vats, 238x00;
dry-house, 4 stories, 40x80; bark-mill, 2
stories, 10x24; engine-room, 24x30, and
leach-room, 10x80 feet. This summer’s
purchases of hark run up to 1,500 cords,
and will last them until the next season.
When the above is in runing order it will
give employment to about 00 or 70 men,
and will be one of the largest and best reg-
ulated tanneries in the State. It is now
17 years since these men started their tun-
ing business on a small scale on the shore
of Black Lake, near Anderson’s ship-yard.
During the war, in 1862, they removed to
their present location and kept extending
and adding to their business. The fire of
1871 swept it all, but the enterprise and
energy of this firm soon replaced these
old shops with new and better ones, in-
cluding the latest improvements and ma-
chinery.
8th Street, Holland, Michigan.
TEA AGENTS wanted in town and country to
sell TEA. or get tip club order*, for the lar(re*t
We bee leave to call the attention of the Public
totbe fact that we have opened, lu LABAUBE'S
....... ..... “ RF ' ’OLD FURNITURE STO E (west of Van Lsndr-
cend'sl a FLOUR A FEED and GROCERY Store.
We shall keep on hind everything that pertains
to a complete Family Supply store.
Flour, Feed,
Hay, Grain,
and Mill Stuff,
At Lowest Gash Prices.
8LOOTER & HIGU1N8.
Holland, Aug. 13, 1874. 108-ly
Tea company in America. Importers' price* and
inducement* to Agents. Semi for circular. Ad-
dress ROBERT WELLS, 48 Vesey St. N.Y. P.
O. Box 1287.
The Chritttan Colon. Henrv Ward Beecher. Ed-
itor, of Oct. 25th last, says: -Parties wishing to get
up clubs, and all who can g“t orders for TEA,
should write him for a circnlir.”
The New York Weekly Tribune, of Sept 3d, says:
“All •Granges’ should write Robt. Wells for circu-
lar.’'
The Seythe. of Sept, 90, says: “Robt. Wells la
thoroughly reliable. 115-135
JACOB FLIEMAN,
Has re-opened his carriage and wogon man
ufactory at hi* old stand on Riverstreet, where he
BOOK BINDERY
A. CLOETUTGH,
River St«, Holland.
I would Inform Hie Public that by an Increased
supply of nccceisary tool* and machinery 1 am
better enabled than heretofore to meet their wants
ami satisfy all who have BOOK BINDING to nsr-^ -n • form, of whatever kind or nature it may be. (shall
Top or Open Buggies, 1
' exclusively to
may be'found. ready at all times to make any
ofthing In the line
Light <fc Heavy Wagons,
Sleighs, Trucks, Etc., Etc.
Stationary and School Books.
A good assortment of Thimble Skcini always
on hand.
And will keep constantly on hand an assorted
Stock of all kind* of
Warranted Scat-Springs of any shape or style.
i;t'SE NOTHING. BUT
TBOMUGBU mm mm.
My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured from
lm\ M Easta Ti&k
Paper,
Envelopes,
Writing Books,
Pens.
Pencils,
Albums,
Diaries, Etc., Etc.
Also a full line of
All Work Warranted.
“ 19 schr Tri Color :i«‘t- 65 pkgs sundries.
95 1— light.
General Blacksmlthlng done with neatness
aud dispatch.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
Thanking my old customers lor past favors,
1 solicit a call from them, and as many new ones
as want anything It my line.
47-Kd-ly : J. FLIEMAN
“ schr Four Brothers 
“ 20 schr Wollln 48 1-70 pkg* sundries.
Aug. 14
•• 15
DEPARTURES,
schr Wolln— 50 m ft lumber,
schr Joses- 130 eds hark,
schr Banner— 55 cds hark,
schr I. L. Shank-9 m staves 13cordsbark.
schr Calodonia-81 cds wood,
schr Fortune* Trials 150 bush, apples 175
MRS Rids •!,
(SUCCESSORS TO DUTTON A THOMPSON)
PRACTICAL
Engineers and Machinists.
Confectionary and Toys.
49 -3s tf A. CLOETINOH.
BENSON & WADSWORTH.
IMPORTER* OP
Brandies and Champagnes,
No. 80 BUG DWAY.NEW YORK.
Sole Agents in the I Tilted States for the
Wine Houses of C. C. BENSON & CO.,
Or R1IEIM8, COGNAC and LONDON.
:o
basket* peaches,
schr Cousin Mary— 50 cds w ood.
schr Tri Color- A’i m ft lumber.
schr Four Broth* rs— 90 cd* hark,
schr Wollln— 60 m ft lumber.
MARBIED.
GEITZEN— LAW.— At Holland. Mich., on the
17th Inst., by G. Van ^helven, Earn. Mr.f PmB
Rut Market*.
' LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
l Meat* always on hand. Eighth street.
UITK. J., Dealer in all kinds of meats’ and
k vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
XTANDERHAAH. H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
#nd twine; 8th street.
Herchifit Tailon.
OSMAN. J. W.. Merchant Taylor, and Dealer
_ ' In ready made clothing ami Gents' Furnish-
ing Goods.
B
liuillini.. Ill p can wTVMVi » ----- ----- -
Gkitzbn, of Salem, Mich., and Miss Mary Law, of
Noble County, Ind.
r
A married lady, who is in the habit of
spending most of her time in the society
of her neighbors, happened to be taken ill,
and sent her husband in great haste for a
physician. The husband ran a short dis-
tance, and then returned, exclaiming,
“My dear, where shall I find you when I
come back?”
XTORST, W., Merchant Taylor. Cloth purehas- ;V cd elsewhere, will he ent to order. Repairing ,
promptly attended to. River afreet.
--- - ----
The Democrats have curried North Can-
olina by from ten to twenty thousand ma-
jority, and elected seven out of eight con-
gressmen. ’
 -- -- ^ --
The following particulars of the escape
of Marshal Bazaine from ids prison on the
isle of St Marguerite have been received:
The apartments occupied by him opened
upon a terrace, which was built upon a
lofty and precipitous cliff overhanging the
sea. A sentry was posted on the terrace,
with orders to watch every movement of
the prisoner. During Sunday evening the
Marshal walked upon the terrace with
Colonel Villettc, his aide de camp. At 10
o’clock he retired ns usual, apparently to
sleep, but before daybreak lie had effected
his escajie. He must have crossed the ter-
race in the dead of night, and eluding the
sentinel, gained the edge of the precipice.
Thence by means of a knotted rope lie de-
scended to the sea. He evidently slipped
during the descent and tore his hands, as
{he rope was found stained with blood in
several places. Under the cliff in a hired
boat were Bazaine’s wife and cousin.
They received him as lie reached the
water,, and the former taking the oars her-
self, rowed directly to a strange steamer,
which had been lying off the island since
the previous evening. They reached the
vessel in safety, were taken on boqrd, and
the steamer then put to sea. It is thought
that they . have landed at Genoa, as the
steamer proceeded in that direction.
Messrs P. Winters. E. Winter* nmlJ Brower,
have formed n co-partnership under the shove firm
name, and will devote themselves with all due at-
tention and diligence to anything and everything
pertaining to the line of Engineer* and Machinist*.
The Shop and Foundry are located at the old
stand, west of 11 EALD *.
The Blacksmitiisiiop formerly run by P. A E.
Winter*, will he continued a* before.
The Plow Bukink*b heretofore conducted and
managed by R. K. Heald ha* been trai.slerred to
us, and will he run In connection with me above.
Mill Repairing, will receive our special alien*tton. ,
Ship Blacksmithimi, done In all It* branches
with promptness and dispatch.
Mill owner* and manufacturers arc requested to
give us a call. ,
Holland, Mich., March 12. 1874. 108-1)
Bcns''n’s Fine Old Golden Grape Cognac is the
finest Brandy ever exported from a French vine-
yard. and can be procured only from us. ( lump
pagnes, Sherrie* and Ports of the finest flavors, all
from the houses of C C. Be: son A Co. Our good*
are sold and delivered In their original packages aa
they left the vineyard In France, and guaranteed
^ l!l*T sent free on application. 115-ly
I WANT
Everybody who
wishes to purchase PAINTS. OILS, VARNISH,
BRUSHES, GLASS, etc., to call and examine my
stock. The
Ifflllill
Have just opened a Large si.d well Selected Sleek of
Dry goods,
Groceries,
Crockery, and
Hats A: Caps,
Which they are offering at Prim, that defy
CompetlUon.
Holland City White Lead
I* not surpassed. Ills warranted superior to any
White Lead In this market, and Is sold at much
less price. My stock Is purchased in large quanti-
ties of first hands. saving all jobber*' profits, and 1
cun therefore afford to sell below my. ne:gbhore.
Remember -lam not to U vndertold by an\ Houxe
n the state of Michigan. Call and see.
HEBER WALSH
46 If Druggist # Pharmacist.
FARM FOR SALE.
:o:-
rpHK well known “Russel Farm.” on the Grand
X llaven Road, being 44 acres In the 8. W. fc.
Sect 18. T. 5, N. R. 15 W., I* for sale. Cheap for
(AmA, or time will be given fora part of the pur-
chase money. .
Apply to II. D. Post. Holland Mich. 125-130
Alio a complete Stock of
FLOUR & F EED,
ALWAYS on HAND.
All pood* purchased of uh will be
Delivered Free!
mS SMmU Aftm
To anv part of the City.
Give uk a call 'belort purchailnp oUewi ere, at our
New Store on River Str.-ct. next to V mi I’uttei ’i Druz
8t r» 16-Xcl-ly P.8. Dr.; Fitler’rPills, 20 cts.,»st)onld be usedwith syrup. 106 ly
IS*- ,
_________________________ ____ ... _ _
AA/t
For the Holland City Kevn:
Accidental Poieoning.
On last Saturday morning, Mrs. Prof.
Bcott took by mistake a teaspoonful of
a solution of Strychnia, instead of a solu-
tion of Acetate of Potass® which she i
tended to take. Discovering her mistake,
she then manifested great presemre of
mind in drinking immediately a odantity
of milk and taking an emetic. /^ending
a boy for me, I was providentially found
at the next house, and reached her within
five minutes. As the emetic already ta-
ken had not been effective, I gajve her
other emetics until her stomach ras re-
lieved of its contents. The dose eing a
large teaspoon, filled to ovcrflo\ , must
have contained about one third of a ^ain
of strychnia, sufficient to have pr< duced a
fatal result, if time had been alb wed for
the stomach to absorb it. The s mptons
produced were indicative of '.the afticle ta-
ken, viz: spasmodic crampA rigidity of
the muscles, at times inabllltylo speak or
to swallow, coldness of the ixlrcmeties,
feeblenes of the pulse, etc. Ill justice to
the druugist dispensing it, I Would say
that the bottle was property labelled. It
was the result of mere absence W>f mind.
But I think, that medicit^s to bq taken in
drop doses should be dispensed only in
small bottles, or what Would be still better
according to the suggestions of a recent
writer, in small triangular bottles, which
would be suggestive of caution to the
sense of touch. Mrs. Scott is now doing
well, and out of danger.
T. E. ANNIS, M. I).
------- .*•*. ----
Tiik way of the wicked who were sent
up from here to the Circuit Court for trial
has been as follows: John Bacon, Ash-
ley McDonald and Harry Murphy, for im-
moderate driving (other men’s horses),
found guilty and sentenced to three years’
imprisonment at Jackson. Baird and
Hall, for burglary at the house of P. Klels,
not guilty.” H. Koningsberg, for ‘‘as-
jotting The contract for the improvementi our Harbor, has been awarded to Messrs.
-.-p-.— i John Van Dyk & Co., of Holland, Mr. J.
T. H. Beck advertises bis resi-
---
Tiik townhouse of Holland Township
is nearly finished.
The present session of the Circuit Court
is a good occasion to naturalize.
------ -«•»> -----
Rev. P. P HELPS, I). D., who has been
sick for several weeks is improving.
-- - -------
Woou-flres along the Lake Shore, are
damaging the standing tiint»er immensely.
-
Messrs. Culbert & Hopkins, have the
harbor Jobs of Michigan City and Mus-
kegon.
------ ---
Dr. Bites, the Dentist, has removed his
office, over the jewelry store of Albers A
Wynne.
•
The job of building a ventilator on the
engine house was let to T. Van der Wusse
for $50.
-- --
John Morrisey, the prize fighter and
gambler, announces that he is opposed to
woman suffrage.
Mrs. J. G. Van Hues, of Zeeland, one
of the early settlers in that locality, died
last week, aged 72 years.
A new bridge has been laid across the
creek on the road to the cemetery— and a
bad looking job it is.
On Thursday last at the Cutler House,
four hundred and fifty persons took break-
fast and five hundred and seventy tookdinner. *
The Ranters tire-well has been let to
C. Bouwman and J. Funds, for $00. The
well is to be built like the others, with no
less than five feet of water.
In the neighborhood of South Haven,
Roost being one of the firm. The work
consists in extending the piers in Lake
Michigan 200 feet, by sinking 4 cribs, each
50 feet long, the exact number of cribs
for the north or south pier to be left to the
further instructions of the Government.
These cribs are to be sunk In 14 feet of
water. The contractors will have to
dredge to that depth of water. The work
will require about 300,000 feet of timber,
board measure, 38,000 B>s of iron, and
570 cords of stone, Involving an ex-
penditure in labor and material of about
$14,000. The stone tube used is from
the quary of Mr. J. Roost. The contrac-
tors intend to commence immediately,
and push the work forwad with dispatch.
They estimate that it will give employ-
ments to about 50 men.
• — -«•»-
At the Kalamazoo county fair the fol-
lowing premiums arc offered: For the
finest and handsomest baby not exceeding
18 month of age, diploma and $20; second
best, $10. Gov. Bagley is one of the
committee of award.
IN All Y AND FANCY GOODS,
AT
,e\
d 1
Ipcriat Notices.
DISSOLUTION NOTICE.
NEW DRESS SILKS !
In addition to our Department of MILLINERY AND
LAD1KH' Fl'HNIHIIINO 0001)8. we hare thla
reaaon added to our Htock, a NEW and
COMPLETE Line of
BLACK AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
LADIES' SUITS AND SACkS AND
SPRING AND SUMMER SHAWLS.
We have vlalted the Eastern Jobbing Houaoa, and peraon-
allj •elected our alock of
MILLINERY AND TRIMMINGS,
OF THE LATEST STYLES.
A Beautiful Hcleetton of
rmsois, bus, laces m Emon,
And a complete stock of
kid gloves.
All First Class Goods. At the
Lowest Cash Prices.
L & S. VAN DEN BERG,
- - - HOLLAND, MICHEIGHTH STREET
\ui
" ty. it. lYoningamT iur ......... -
s-mlt with intent to kill,” the jurv brought the present draught is severe. With the
. n .1 ........ ....... I’.. 11 /.f unw.bn
in a verdict of guilty of “assault.” Sen
tcnce reserved until Monday. Wise, the
Esquire of Johnsville, has been sent to the
House of Correction at Detroit, for 00
days. Dun Douglas, for resisting our
Marshal, on the 3d inst. found guilty and
sentenced 10 days in the County Jail.
That colored cadet Smith is again mak-
ing trouble. After all the administration
has done for him, he lias published two
long letters, in Fred. Douglass’ paper, at-
tacking the Secretary of War for his re-
fusal to reappoint him to the Military
Academy. Those familiar with the facts
assert that Smith’s letters prove him to be
not only untruthful hut ungrateful, since
Secretary Belknap firmly befriended
him throughout, being determined to
prove that a colored cadet could have a
fair chance. Smith was reinstated after
his di-missal by sentence of a court-mar-
tial, and otherwise favored, as records of
the Department and of the Academy
show. That he had a fair examination is
the unanimous opinion of the Board of
Visitors, and his failure is wholly due to
his own incapacity. Had he passed ids
examination, lie would have been prompt-
ly assigned to a white regiment, as the
law requires that colored regiments shall
have white officers.
— -----
For the Holland City Nev>»:
Holland City, Mich., Aug. 12th, 1874.
Wm. C. Wey, M. I)., Elmira, N. Y.— •
President of Medical Society «*f the State
of New York.— J/y Dear Friend: Oblige
by giving me your opinion as regards pay-
ment of percentage to Physicians on their
prescriptions, and also what action (if any,)
your State Society has taken on the sub-
ject?
I am Very Rcsn’y Yours,
liEUKU Walsh.
Elmira, New York, Aug. 15th, 1874.
Mr. Hkbek Walsh, Holland City, Mich.
My Dear Sir: 1 am in receipt of your
letter of the 12th inst. lu regard to the
question asked concerning “payment of
percentage to Physicians on their pre-
scriptions,” I would stale that such prac-
tice is so manifestly in violation of the
principles of the Cotie of Medical Ethics
and so glaring an impropriety on the part
of medical men that it has always been
reprobated by the profession in the State
of New York, and I may add the profes-
sion every win re. I will go further than
this, and declare that any Physician mak-
ing an arrangemedt with a Druggist to re
ceive a percentage on his prescriptions,
would be quickly arraigned by the Society
to which he belonged, and in all probability
dismissed from its connection, unless he
expressed an intimation to abandon bis ir-
regular practice.
Such a custom is subversive of profes-
sional character and partakes of a spirit
of merchandise in medicine. It invites a
practitioner to make prescriptions, not
because they arc necessary, but because
lie is directly to profit by their preparation
and in this way convert an honorable pro-
fession, into tlu? most mercenary of trades.
I will further add that men actuated by
proper motives in pursuing the profession,
would never seek to add to the re-
aorccs by such questionable expedients.
Truly Yours,
W. C. Wey.
If such practices are so much at variance
with the acts of all honorable professional
forest fires, the country is full of smoke,
and the crops are drying up.
Charles Tolies, long in the employ of
tig! former proprietor of the News, is the
publisher and editor of the Saugatuek
Commercial. You have our best wishes
for your success, Charles.
The dog-suits, in Zeeland, have all
been withdrawn upon the defendants tak-
ing out their dog license and paying the
costs. They concluded this to lie cheaper
then to lest the constitutionality of the
law.
At the Republican City Convention,
held on Monday evening, the following
delegates were elected : J. O. Bakker, G.
W. McBride, E. J. Hanington, H. Yau-
pcll, II. D. Post, W. Wakker, and M.
Doogesteger.
-- -------
Wm. Ten Have and J. Hiefje have
taken the job of grading part of Tenth
Street, near the College and the ravine on
Maple Street, for $150. This includes the
building of the bridge, without the fur-
nishing of the lumber.
—
Wk have always considered Mr. II. W.
Bacon’s peach orchard as one of the finest
and the. most beautifully located orchards
on this Lake Shore. A basket of “ Hale’s
Early,” for which we return our thanks,
will never shake our princiflu* on that
point.
Notice is hereby given that the co-part-
nership heretofore existing between the
undersigned under the firm name of J.
Duursema & Co., lias been dissolved by
mutual consent, G. Grinohdis retiring
and transferring bis interest in the store
and stave-factory, to the remaining part-
ners, J. Duursema and T. B. Rollers.
All parties having claims or accounts
against the firm, and aim thorn oieeing i/s
are requested to come and settle w ithin
ic next thirty days.
DUURSEMA,
O. GRINGHUIS,
T. B. KOFFERS.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 10, 1874.
The undersigned will continue at the
same place, the business heretofore car-
ried on by the firm whose dissolution is
announced above. The name and style ot
our firm will be DUURSEMA & KOF-
FERS. Wc shall continue to keep one
of the largest and best stocks in the city,
and will endeavor in every shape ami
manner possible to please our customers,
both old and new.
J. DUURSEMA,
T. B. KOFFERS.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 10, 1874.
--
To the traveling public, and those leaving for
Grand Rapida on the afternoon train, we would
state that BUROARD'8, 38 Pearl Street, la the
bent place for a meal, or a lunch, In Grand Rapidt>.
Everything necessary for a first-class restaurant, is
kept there and there is no unnecessary delay. Try
and see. US—
Boots and Shoos,
At the Store of
L. SPRIETSM A & SON.
Judiciously and carefully selected for
the season, and comprising the most com-
plete assortment of Boots and Shoes ever
offered in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.
Ladies,
Gents,*
Youths,
Misskr and
Ciiidrer's Wear,
Of the Latest Styles.
CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING
Done at short notice.
Cash Paid for Hides.
Our prices compare favorable with those
of our neighbors, and it is our purpose
to compete successfully wlththc trade out-
side this city, intending not only to satisfy
our old friends, but to draw a new trade to
this city and the Boot and Shoe Store of
L. SPRIETSM A & SON.
Holland, April 1, 1874.
46-Kcl-iy
LAKE EXCURSIONS.
“ FANNY SHRIVER.”
The Public are Informed that the pleasant and
beautiful little Menmer FANNY HIIR1VER of
Holland, can be chartered any dav or evening dur-
ing the aummer aeaaon to make excuraioua on
JiSlII BREIIUS,
OF TIIK
Variety and Jewelry Store I
Have on hand a conitantly rrnlenlihed, care-
fully aeh ctvd and ever frrah Mock of
Silver Plated Ware,
Clocks,
Watches,
Jewelry,
Table and Pocket Cutlery,
SILVER, SETS,
Cahtobia If more than a lubetitute for Caetor
Oil. It la the only Ktfe article lu existence
which la certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the howcla, ore wind colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine or
alcohol, and la pleaaant to take. Children need
not cry and mothera may real.
CENTAUR~LINIXENTS.
There la no pain which the Cen-
taur Liniments will not relieve, no
swelling they w ill not subdue, and
no lamencaa which they will not
cure. Thla la atrong language,
^ hut it la true. They have pro-
' duced more enrea of rheumatiam,
^ neuralgia, lockjaw, palay, sprains
M"T*VrPT*' Dwellings, caked breasts, scalds,
hums, salt-rheum ear-ache, ac., upon the human
frame, and of strains, spavin, galls. Ac., upon ani-
mals in one year than have all other pretended
remedies since the world began. They are counter-
irritant. all-healing pain relievers. Cripples throw
PMCY
‘b
The Republican County Convention has i away their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous
. Kurmh'Ds mid the wounded are
made the following selection for delegates:
To the State Convention, E. P. Ferry, E.
J. Harrington, I). B. K. Van Raalte, J.
Haire, II. S. Clubb, S. L. Morris, W. F.
Storrs and C. Van Loo. To the Congres-
sional Convention. W. F. Storrs.IL D. Post,
T. S. White, C. Van Loo, J- Den Herder, S.
I,. Morris, E. Baxter and M. Iloogcsteger.
--- -4**- ---
Our friend H. Mcenes, again advertises
his wares and merchandise. In addition
to Ids regular line of trade, he wishes to
call the attention of the public to ids
agency for non-explosive lamps. In order
to prove what is claimed for these it was
mentioned to us that one of them passed
through the great fire, filled with kerosene
oil, and was afterw ards picked up, found
to be all right and is in use to-day.
Wo would further announce that In addition to the
above arrangements, we have also purchased a
large barge, which will be filled up with suitable
neats and awnings, and w 111 accommodate from :KX)
to 400 persons, and admirably adapted for Sunday-
School picnics or large excursions.
Parties chartering, have the exclusive control for
that day. • F. R. BROWER
Holland, June 1st, IST4. Cagtaln.
WERKMAN & SONS.
o :
This Firm have brought to this City one of the
largest and beat selected stock for the
AND
Call on ui and yon may ba aurr the appearance,
prim and qualHy of our Goods will suit you. We art
ready to repair,
WATCHES, CLOCKS OR JEWELRY,
In a Thoroughly Satisfactory Manner.
Corner of 8th and Market Street*.
46-XcMy
On Saturday morning, Herbert Van De
Vredc, a youth of 15 or Ifi years, and an
apprentice in the tannery of Cappou
Bertsch & Co., met with a serious acci-
dent. His right hand caught between two
cog-wheels, bruising it badly, and fairly
stopping the machinery. At first it ap-
peared ns though the greater portion of
the hand, should have to be amputated,
but hopes arc entertained now of saving
the entire hand. Dr. F. S. Ledeboer has
charge of the patient.
------ -+•*- — --
. Mr. Ladder has succeeded in taking
the following stereoscopic views of the
city : First Second and Third Reformed ;
Episcopal and True Dutch Reformed
Churches; Eighth street, taken from the
corner of Eight and River; the head of
bitoH rendered harmless an are
healed without a acar. The receipt is published
around each bottle. They sell as no article ever
before sold, and they sell because they do just what
they pretend to do. Those who now suffer from
rheumatism, pain or swelling deserve to suffer If
they will not use Centaur Liniment, white w rapper.
More than 1000 certificate* of remarkable cures. In-
cluding frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout,
running tumors. Ac., have been received. We will
send a circular containing certificates, the recipe,
Ac., gratis, to any one requesting It. One bottle
of the yellow wrapper Centaur LlnlmcnU* worth
one hundred dollars for spavined or sweened horses
and mules, or for screw-worm In sheep. Htock
owners— these liniments are worth your attention.
No family should be without them. “White wrap-
per for family use Yellow wrapper for animals.
Soldhy all Druggist. 50 cents per bottle; large
bottles. ft.iKI. J. B. Rose A Co., 53 Broadway,
New York.
§0 jpvfrttefiimtte.
~ FOR SALE.
'wo lots and Dwelling Honae, No. 76. East Ninth
eet. For price and terms of payment apply onpremises! T. KUMEYN BECK.
That has ever been offered to Holland and vicinity.
A complete Line of Dry Goods, including a choice
selection of Dress Goods, Alpaccas, Ging-
hams, Trimmings and Notions, Spring and
Summer Shawls. Sheeting ami Shirt-
ing. In Gent's Furnishing, Coth-
fiig. Hats A Caps, we have a full
assortment.
Chokt Groceries, Crockery ui taut,
Our Department of Family Supplies. Flour, Feed,
Graham, etc., will receive the same atten-
tion as heretofore. No charge for
delivery.
We are determined not to be undersold. Our
prices compete with those lu Chicago
or Grand Rapids.
Fanners will find with us a ready market for all
their produce.
Holland, Mich.. April 10, 1874. 47-3s-ly
P. & A. Steketee,
Desire to Inform their many friends and cus-
tomers that they have on hand and for sale
Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-wark,
Hats and Caps,
Booth a Hiiofji,
Etc., Etc.
——In the——
Brick Store,
E. J. HARRINGTON,
Where may be found at all time*, at
Wholesale or Retail li
Good* of the BeM Quality and at the Loweit
CASH PRICES.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.
J. DUURSEMA. T. KOFFERS.
-A-IFUR/IV -A_Xj
Of the
„ remises.
Holland, Ang. 21, 1874. 131-tf
----- -------- - . r.igiu a ro me mnu ui
Physician?, what must the public think nlft(>k Lftke ghowing thc docks HD(i stave-
when I add, that because I refuse to pay a ; fucU)ry; thrcc v|ewB of lhe city (rom dif-
percentage, a certain Doctor, has, and ferenlelc vations; Hope College and the
ikn/*, doing all he (im to injure my business, | u 0f fappon, Bertsch & Co. As
by false representations. : 80on tty. weather permit* he intends to j m this city for the "Non-Explosire
Hkbkr Walsh, proceed to the harbor and take a few -
• Pniggtot & Pharmacist, views there. ; RIVER STREET, HOLLAND.
MEENGS,
DEALER IN
b-IROCEHylES
AND
PROVISIONS.
Crockery,
Glassware,
Stoneware,
Lamps.
SPRING AND SUMMER STOCE
At -
wmaiA & usitaasu
Immense Supplies of
Dry Goods,
Furnishing Goods,
Clothing,
Crockery,
Stoneware,
Notions and Triraminga,
Hats & Caps,
Groceries,
Glassware,
Provisions,
Vegetables in their Seasons.
Flour, Feed and Grains.
( )ur Assortment of Goods is complete and selected with a
view to accommodate the various classes of Trade.WE SELL OHEEAE.
Everything in the line of Produce will find with us a ready
market and the highest prices.
RIVER STREET, “ HOI/LAND, MlOjpI-
THE JH'JtlHELIjU Il’S IIEFUAIN.
Oo tuck to your homp», you «re out of your place
lu a public naloou ; 'Uh a Vlnwe and diagrace
For a woman to put herself thua In the way ;
Oo home to your oioaeta, to w« p ami to pray !
Wo are i*e«ceabl« men, to U»o world he it known,
If the quarrelsome women will ulet us alone 1 ”
Oo back to your parlors ; work lamp-mats and
lace;
Study etiquette, elegance, fashion and grace ;
Don’t bother yofir brains about Justice and
right ;
Be passive and patent, and keep out of sight ;
If rnmsellers ruin four husbands and homes,
If your hearts bryak with sorrow, or turn Into
stone,
Our funds are iuvfested; pray, “ let us alone !’’
Go baok to jour kitchens, strive early and lale,
EeooAmizit qilan, spread the table and plate,
Andjr oni cimoih not, sit down quiet and wait ;
Hit nHwU In the ahadow and bide the time's
flight ;
We will send him to you at the middle of night,
Ah the good fellows phrase It, delightfully tight.
Ho will curse you for waiting, and mock at vour
tears,
And sleep while yon watch, till the alow dawn ap-
pears.
But dqn't get exdte^ ; there is naught you can
say.
While our gilded temptations aro spread in his
way;
If your children should stM-ve, or your pbor brain
be crazed,
The world need uqt pity, or look on araatod ;
There’s a refuge for yon, aud the almshouse for
them ;
But don’t molest us, we’re such peaoe-loviug
men!
We have called yon all the harsh names we can
think ;
We lead your sons through the back stairway to
drink ;
We make Jokes of your trials, aud sneer un-
afraid
At your elTorti to honor the law nun has
made.
We htve mixtures unheard of, on low hidden
shelve*.
We will see that men drink them ; you cau't help
yourselves ;
You may bring in petitions, well worded and
strong,
With a list of bold signers, both honored aud
long ;
They !<ear no more weight than an idle street-
song.
You cau't Oppose strength with a woman’s weak
moan ;
“Business men are our friends; you must let us
alone."
Go back to your homes, nurse your little cues
there ;
8et them holy examples ; and as they bid fair,
The fondest of hopes your bosoms will burn ;
Aud when from your fold t° tbs great world they
turn,
We will spread our flue mealies to suare their young
feet,
We will gather them In from the store aud the
street ;
We will bloat the bright face, and bring low the
proud head,
Aud lay them before you, dishonored aud
dead ;
lint don’t make a fuss; don’t stir up a riot ;
8t. Paul bade the women of Corinth k-'ep quiet.
And that, to great minds, 1" a good r**a*ou why
You should suffer iu silence, and sit with’qdni
eye
While your life's dearest ones of sheer drunkenness
die;
Your words are as seeds cast on flintiest stone ;
Wc have paid for our license, aud
alone."
that a Beauty and hurried dinner neces-
sitates my lingering over the fragrant
Bohea.
Proud am I to say that the heavenly
music which has swept my lyre lias not
been withheld from the breathing,
struggling mass around me. To my
credit be it said, that I have afforded
the public an opportunity of listening
to the sweetest harmonies mind ever
conceived. Yes ! I have been iu print.
My work had for its title 14 Mute Heart-
burnings,” which was at once catching
aud appropriate to the matter of the
poems. With respect to the sale I was
somewhat disappointed. Tlioufdi more
than two years have elapsed flihc| the
public outpouring of my not
more than twenty copies have been
sold.
But enough has been said upon this
subject. I am neither vain nor egotist-
ic, aud I shrink from the task of fur-
ther personal description of myself and
my attributes. To posterity I leave 'a
legacy that some day or other will lie
considered priceless ; aud to that pleas-
ant, happy time, when my soul -- But
to resume.
Haring fallen madly iu love with
Araminta, it was not long before I
found nu opportunity of being intro-
duced to her and her mamma. I found
that Mrs. Johnson was a widow who
had moved in a far superior circle to
that she now occupied, and that Ara-
minta, her only child, was, through the
eccentricity of a deceased untie the
happy possessor of £300 per annum,
which, however, was to be taken from
her aud given, half to her mother and
half to an asylum for disabled and
homeless cats, should she wed without
Mrs. J.’s consent. Oh, how I loved
the fair heiress ! How I sympathized
with her under the trying circumstan-
ces in which she was placed ! Natu-
rally Mrs. Johnson would look with dis-
taste upon even suitor. To inherit a
fortune and then to lose it by the
caprice of a mother ! No, this must
not be. Araminta should not risk such
disappointment. I was the gallant
knight to rescue her from thralldom ;
Araminta and her £300 per annum
should be mine. Worldly wisdom told
me that first of all I ought to conciliate
the mamma. My soul despised artifice,
but it was for her— for Araminta’s sake.
And the poor girl was grateful. In the
presence of Mrs. Johnson I was cold
and distant to my beloved, but I felt
sure that Araminta saw through the
ruse.
I had long been a frequent visitor at
!ff UB | the little Canonbury villa ere I began
to fear that iutke pursuit of Araminta’s
uEHro.NHt BY THE womes or michigan'. j affection I had a rival. At first 1 only
When the Iwt door in shut, aud the last bar ia  dphll Smith through Mrs.cloned, Johnson, who informed me that he was
Wli pocli* la8’ 1,ettr fraud iad deceit arft ex’ , a a108* desirable young man to know,
When the hideouf. head of the suake of the i and that she hoped we should shortly
i become acquainted. Smith, it was said,
• was a handsome young fellow ; Smith
was an accomplished man, his vocal
ability being something marvelous ;
I Smith was well-to-do ; Smith was of
good family— in short, Smith was every-
thing desirable, aud my ears tired of
his name ere I once set eyes upon him.
One night he accompanied my friends
SWEET AKA.MIXTA, to church, and with disgusting imper-
[From the Saturday Journal.] tiuencc placed himself next to Araminta.
Araminta Johnson is, without r,nes. : They shsreJ the same hvmn-book, and
tion, a lovely creature. She is just 20, t8™"cd to be 011 the mo«‘ ^euble
of a middle height, aud a blonde; she ; ‘ Tms* . . . ..
has a profusion of fair hair *om in I I(?ou d have .struck rm-v "!va' to ‘ 10
soils, ami thrown back to show to iti j ,’,arth 011 lseulll8 f,rT tlje d‘T:L'h-
fullest extent the broad, high forehead ; , Ai*“ub'» f ',e,m0 a'laf of
her nose is aquiline; a rich, natural undimmelmtcy took the proilered arm
color glows upon her cheek, aud her ol SmltT\ But,1 wa3 Tn'1 ‘““J' lmr-
blue eves seem to possess the peculiar ! !,0,se t, ] showed. “° .6Ple?n / } ™ le-
facultv of being able to penetrate into ^ Iv^ to concihate Arammta s mummu,
ones innermost thoughts. At least such , aud } flattered “.V8elt 1 lat alr«'d.T
was the opinion I formed of Araminta ' 8 be8)“in* to re3ard me a9 a 8uita-
when sh6 come with her mamma for the I , T . ,
first time to the fashionable church of I . Steadl!? lmrsu!”« thp1 l, aB * 'iad
at. Magnus-cum- Little-Benjamin, aud 0,l:mt'J ',n m-V mmd' auJ- °f. ?h!Sh ?
the pew^pener ushered them to the pew , {elt mJ charmer was cognizant, I offered
immediately in front of tliat in which I : arm to„Mr8- Jobn8,,B' a‘‘d a11 thpgat “ * i way from the church to the dwelling of
They were new-comers to the neigh- ! '“loved we spoke of poetry and the
borhood, and, being nuprovided mb I A very clever appreciative woman
the proper hymn-books, it was mv sn- 1 ls Mrs: jHhn8cn; In stature there was
preme felicity to hand them those l'pos-i8Ua^ely,an !“eh ^
eessed. Never shall I forget the glance 1 ftml 1,Br da,,ol’*Br ’,"'1
la cnifliwl to Hh death ’noth our beel, then »e
will.
When the ijoi'd Lord ahall vhiaper, “Your labor*
aro done,"
When our spirit* beyond the Still River have
flown,
When the dust hides our fu ee, we’ll let you
alone !
— Jania/m.'t Republican.
with which my divinity favored me
when, the service i being over, she re-
lurucd me the book*. I fell desperately
in love with the fair creature, and men
tally vowed that the remainder of my
life should be dedicated to her.
As fortune would have it, Araminta
aud her mamma decided
aud her daughter, aud when she spoke
it seemed the very echo of Aramiuta’s
voice. Therefore, when I avoided
looking into Mrs. Johnson's face, aud
refrained from the mental calculation
ot how far she had advanced on the
wrong side of 40, I was able to fancy
that I had Araminta by my side. This
gave me poetic inspiration, and I feltn H em  upon occupy- P..., : r
ing the pew into w hich they had at first ' 1 en 0 * 16 cP^ari'as»fimei,t which
been shown, and Bunday after Sipiday accompanies a young man scon-
my eyes drank of my beloved’s beauty,
while my ears were strained t » catch the
sound of that sweet voice, which joined
iu all the responses and with religious
fervor caroled forth its songs of praise.
Araminta und her mamma being up-
permost in my thoughts, I felt com-
pelled to speak of them ere introducing
versationwith bis future mother-in-law.
“Oh, you must come ia and take a
little supper with us,” said Mrs. J.,
when we reached the gate; “I want
to introduce you to our friend, Mr.
S^ith.”
Throughput our walk Araminta andHI ( her companion kept well ahead. They
myself. As the reader’s intelligence j Blurted with a lead and maintained it
will have uotpd, the writer of this narra- bo well that they had entered the house
tive is at heart and by nature a poet— ' ere we were in sight. ^  I did not want to
a lover of the beautiful and true ; but a ibecome acquainted with Smith ; but I
relentless late has made him clerk to a j did wish to bid Araminta good-night,
tockbroker, aud, as though that was and to indicate, by a stronger pressure
t sufficient to drown the minstrel’s I of the hand than usual; that I was
5, he had been dubbed by his god-. ; making the way smooth with her
fathers and godmothers Uriah. . 1 mamma.
*?, Uriah Quick — such is the name Smith was, as I had imagined, n
I bear among my fellows ; but neither I shallow-brained coxcomb. ’Twos Hy-
they fcor the world iu general esti- j periou to a satyr over again ; 1 being
mate the poetic- ardor and lofty aspi- j Hyperion, of course, and he the dis-
rations w{iich lift me, engie-like, above 1 terted monster. ‘ They said lie was a
the common herd. Morning and mid- : musician ; well, if loud growling among
day I urn gtnb-delvipg among Consols, j the lower “ if s ” in the bass, ^ iLthe at-New Turks, fifcucrf Italians, i tempt to drown evfwlmdw ^  s.-voice,
Peruvian^, and other sordia substauti- conrftitutes a eliiim to be- oofiehleAd u i
alities ; but, Vith the dosing of the musician, then Smith should at the {
office door behind me, and the echo of - very least have put “Mas. Doc.” at the '
my footsteps upon the pavement out-.i pud of ids name,
side, I divest myself of worldly ar.soci- ! H was u welcome release when supper |
ations, and. eiteudmg my broad pinions, vras' anno unoed. Then, offering my
take my flight. Higher and higher soars I arm to Mrs. Johusoti, wo left her off- ;
bbt soul, as though \twould reach the i spring and Smith to follow. Of course
other pole ; then, with \ sigh that shows all this time my heart was with Aru- |
my dearth, it sinks againdo tulgar earth. 1 mints, although I let no desires of my !
For a time I am lost to aU that is pass- own interfere with my purpose of res- 1
ing around me, and not\until I enter' cuing her from the thralldom o( her
my humble lodging do I bkcome aware ! mother. Taking furtive glances at
Araminta on the other side of the
table, I could not but compare her to
Andromeda. Yes, she was the beau-
teous creature tied to the rock of single
blessedness, her mother was the mon-
ster, I was the gallant Perseus, resolved
upon rescuing my beloved, and Smith-
well, he was an officious on-looker,
a sort of theatrical “super,” nothing
more.
“ Ah ! ” exclaimed Mrs. J., during an
interval of cold beef aud salad, “my
Algy was so fond of music. Often and
often has he called me to his side and
insisted upon my joining him in 4 Meet
me by moonlight nloue.’ Do you know
that song, Mr. Quick ? ”
I became all attention at the mention
of this Algy, of whom I had never heard
before. Was he among the living ? If
so, he must be Araminta’s brother.
Perhaps he, too, would have to be con-
ciliated ere the divine creature aud the
three hundred pounds per annum be-
came mine 1 My experience with Mrs.
J., and the fear that a similar process
would have to be gone through with
this Algy, completely took away my
appetite, and I had barely strength to
gasp out,
“No, ma’am, I do not tyuow the
song. Pray does Algy live ? ”
‘•Live? Certainly* not, Mr. Quick;
poor, dear Algy, he died in 1848. Poor
dear Algy ! ”
A weight was lifted off my mind ;
but never having previously heard of
“poor, dear Algy” my curiosity was
stimulated, aud I determined to pursue
my inquiries further.
44 Dear me,” I said, moving my chair
closer to Mrs. Johnson, “pray what
was the nature of Algy’s complaint ? ”
“Oh! Mr. Uriah,” she murmured,
placing one hand in mine while the
other held the handkerchief to her
eyes. “You have a sympathizing
heart, Mr. Uriah, is it not so ? ”
I admitted the fact, upon which /he
gave my hand another squeeze. Ara-
minta aud the annuity could not be far
off now.
44 He was my second, and I think I
loved him better than the rest.”
“Indeed,-' I replied. “Why, I
thought, Mrs. Johnson, vou never* had
but one.”
“Oh, yes, Mr. Uriah ! I have had
three,” answered the grief-stricken
woman.
Determined not to be daunted iu my
investigation, I asked, “Were they
gills or boys, Mrs. Johnson ? ”
The widow's hand was suddenly with-
drawn from mine; then bending upon
me a look, in which pity and indigna-
tion seemed to be strangely mingled,
she said, “ I do not understand vou,
Mr. Quick.”
The blood rushed to m\ cheeks, aud
I know I blushed horribly at the con-
sciousness that somehow or other I
had, vulgarly speaking, “put my foot
in it.” What made the matter *worse
was that Mrs. J.’s last inquiry had dis-
turbed Araminta and the hat*ed Smith,
and they also were looking inquiringly
at me. “Pray, ma’am, were yon— you
—not speaking of your chil— children?”
I stammered.
“Children ! no, sir !” she exclaimed,
drawing herself toner full height, “I
spoke of my /msbandj ! ”
Involuntarily I drew my chair a few
paces from the terrible woman from
whose clutches I was bent upon res-
cuing Araminta. It was very rude and
pointed of me, but I could not help it.
Lucky for my purpose was it that this
revelation hud not come sooner. Had
I known bow things were, I could not
have hud courage to escort Mrs. J. from
church so frequently. No matter, my
design was now nearly accomplished.
Araminta, I felt sure, would shortly be
mine, and it would be my care to* see
that she should not follow the fearful
example of her mother.
I recollect nothing of what transpired
after this until I found myself outside
the house with Smith by my side. He
had been talking some time ere I
listened, but suddenly my ears caught
the name of Araminta, and then I be-
came all attention.
“Y’ou have influence— great influ-
ence, as anyone can see, with her
mother. You might put in a word for
me.”
44 Why ? ” I inquired mechanically.
“Because you might lie enabled to
gain her consent to our marriage.”
44 To your marriage ? Marriage with
whom ? ”
44 Why, with Araminta, of course.
Don't you know that if the girl marries
without her mother’s approval she loses
£300 a year?”
44 What ! have you proposed to her ? ”
“Not yet, but I menu to shortly.
That’s why I want you to talk about ‘it
to the old woman*”
44 What,” I observed, “ is filthy lucre
when weighed against true love !*”
“Exactly,” said he, “but I don't
care about the girl without the money.”
This, then, was the mean, contempti-
ble creature who had been held up to
me as a paragon among men. He could
not dissociate Araminta from her yearly
income. The two must come together,
or slie should .never bear his uame.
Oh f paltry scoundrel ! Had he been
short aud I tall, I would have crushed
the life out of liim as he stood before
me. Bub nature has made mo a short
man, and Smith towers a foot above my
head, so prudence repressed all my
bellicoso inclination.
We had now arrived at a road where
he had to take oue direction and I the
other. He wrung from me a half
promise that I would say what I Could
iu his favor, and then we parted. I was
glad to be quit of him, for I now knew
that) lie hid entered the lists for Ara-
minta; and I wanted to mature my own
plan of action. I resolved to declare
my passion the next night.
The resolution with which I retired
to rk'st was strengthened when I ar ose ;
and from the first hour of business to
the time when I returned to my lodging
my purpose remained unaltere A \\ hen
and under what circumstances was it
best to proffer my suit? Twilight?
Yes, in “the twilight’s holy calm”— in
that romantic hour when the shadows
deepen, and all around gives token of
the approach of night, I would address
to her words of love.
I saw it all, and dressing myself with
Bcnrpulous care, strode forth upon mv
mission. As I paced the strip of patli
which led to the portal of my beloved,
I saw through the parlor window, iu the
gloaming, a hand wave a welcome to
me. A thrill of delight passed through
me as I felt that it must be her — my
beloved.
So well had I become known at the
little villa that it was not necessary I
should be announced by the servant.
She, with a knowing smile, motioning
with her finger toward the parlor door,
gave mo to understand that the object
of my search was within aud alone.
Quickly turning the handle of the
door, I entered the apartment sanctified
by her presence. As I had anticipated,
she was alone. Seated iu front of the
window, she had evidently been expect-
ing my approach, and, betrayed by the
exultation of the moment, had waved
her hand as she saw my form emerge
from the shadow cast upon the path by
the tall hollyhocks. I knew that her
face was beaming with smiles, although
iu the gloom of the apartment I could
not see a feature. I could picture the
rosy Hush upon her cheek, her bright
glance toward me, the pouting of her
lips that would murmur, 44 Uriah, dear,
I love you.’’ I knew all this was ex-
pressed on my Araminta’s face, by the
tremulousness of her hand aud* the
quivering accents iu which she said
how delighted she was to see me.
I did not ask my beloved the usual
question relative to the state of her
mamma’s health, as I feared this would
lead to the Medusa herself being sum-
monea to pay her respects to me, but
went straight to the cause of my visit,
dreading least Smith should forestall
me. Drawing my chair closer and
closer to hers, we rang the usual
changes upon the topic of the weather,
and then with the exhaustion of the
subject came an interval of silence— a
hush of nature, as it were. Still nearer
to her I approached ; then, taking her
willing hand in mine, 1 murmured,
“Dearest.”
She had evidently been expecting the
avowal of my love, for, without draw-
ing back her hand, she whispered,
“ Uri, dear, go on, I do so like to hear
you talk.”
Thus encouraged, I proceeded :
44 Sweetest, you bid me talk. Ah, love,
had I ten thousand tongues they could
lisp no uame so treasured as your own.
Dearest, I love you— you know* it. Long
has my heart been yours. Why have
my visits here been s*o frequent*? Be-
came. dearest, you were the magnet
that attracted me. Tell me, may I not
call you mine ?”
44 Oh 1 Uri dear, this is so sudden, so
unexpected— give me time to consider.”
“ Not an hour, not a moment,” I ex-
claimed, in the mad enthusiasm of my
love. “I would have my answer at
once— this anxiety I cannot brook.”
“Then, Uri dear, 1 will be yours,
and yours alone.”
In a moment I had elapsed her waist,
aud imprinted a kiss upon her cheek.
44 That ratifies our compact. Now tell
me, dearest, how long is it since you
knew I loved you ?”
“Oh, a long time, Uri dear— a very
long time, almost as long as I have
known you. But you have not yet told
me how we are to live, Uri. You know
I have a small income, but it is not
sufficient for us both.”
Three hundred pounds per annum a
small income ! ’Twas thus slightingly
she spoke of her wealth. Oh ! how I
loved the girl ! I felt the inferiority of
my position at once, but I summoned
courage aud told her of my income aud
prospects.
“Oh, Uri dear, she murmured, her
head resting upon my shoulder and her
face upturned to mine, “I am more
than satisfied. Oh, how I have longed
for, yet feared, the arrival of this mo-
ment.”
“Then, my betrothed, you confess to
having loved me ere my avowal.”
Never shall I forget the estasy that
filled my soul as she replid, hesitat-
ingly, 44 Yes, Uri, almost from the com-
mencement of our acquaintance.”
Darling girl ! 44 And what, dearest,”
I continued, in my delirious joy, 44 what
trait in my character charmed you most,
wlmt led to my winning your heart?
Was it my poetic genius?”*
“Oh, no, 'twas your resemblance to
Algy.” •
“Algy? do vou mean vour step-
father '?”
“No, my second husband.''
Great powers ! / had proposed to
the G or yon of a mother, lu the horri-
bly poetic twilight I had mistaken Mrs.
Johnson for her daughter. The fatal
resemblance of voice and height proved
my betrayal, aud I sunk back in my
chair dumbfounded.
Next Wednesday wlmt some people
call an 44 interesting ceremony" is to be
gone through at the Church of St. j
MagniH-cum-Little-Beujawiu. Iflsur- 1
vive till then I am to be dragged to the j
hymeneal altar by Mrs. Johnson ; and
immediately after 'she has legally be-
come Mrs. 'Quick that detestable Smith
is to wed the lovely Araminta aud her
£300 per annum. For me there is
naught but gen feel poverty and petti-
coat government. I feel it is coming.
Should my spouse be again widowed
(as is more than likely), may the earth
lie light upon my blighted corpse !
Samana Bay.
A correspoHdeut who has been taking
a look at and about Samana bay, writes
of the Samana Bay Company as follows :
“ This company commenced operations
by building a hotel on the top of a
mountain, which in this climate, I would
call inaccessible. It is half-finished,
and that part is already rotted by the
rain and sun. A little further down the
mountain a billiard-room, or, rather a
barn, is half-finished, and also gone to
decay. Still further down comes the
Governor’s house, Professor Howe’s
small wooden shanty, containing three
verv small rooms, with a kitchen at-
tached, and to get up to this house iu
this hot climate is a task that none
would seek for pleasure. I visited them,
aud at every step lizards of all colors
would bounce out of the grass, as well
as iu the houses. The company sold all
its old furniture, iu the shape of desks
and chairs, early in June, aud the onlv
thing that they* now possess is a small
steam-launch, going to decay, as no
coal is there to mu her, and no trade.
The Samana Bay Company is absolutely
defunct and forgotten there. It has left
nothing behind it upon which to build
a monument, or a scrap of ground that
it could call its own.”
Paper sunshades are something new.
Every one knows that a cold or cough
ought not to bo neglected, and that if it i* not
attended to in seanon, it mar result fatallv.
Our advice ie tn take care of it before it is too
late, and use Dr. WieU&rt’s Pine Tree Tar
Cordial, which can he had of any druggist.
Dr. Wish art’s Worm Sugar Drops are the best
remedy for worms ever discovered.— Com.
A pair of shoes will cost you only 5 cents
more with a SILVER TIP on than without,
and it will add twice the cost of the shoo to
their wearing value.
A MILLION Sl’BSCRIBEBS WANTED FORiv . „ TH E W A » SIDE,
A Uenutlful CiirUtinn Weekly!
(uniectaiUiO for all rlasir* and all ages.ite FOR EVEHIHOMY!
*16 luper-royal octavo pigei. double columni,
and nearly 100 ILLUSTRATIONS yearly. Tee
cheapest llluitrate.i DOLLAR WEEKLY in Ameri-
ca. Subscribe to-day. Address, THE WAYSIDE,
..... 607 Market-et, Wilmington, Delaware.
ILL! STHATKU WAVSIDK MOKTHLY
(magarlne). $1.00 a y»ar. SUNDAY-SCHOOL EDI-
TIONS once a month, single copies, aocts.; tOcopiee
$2; t«ice a raonto, ilugle copies, SOcts^ 10 copies,
!M. Order now l or send 10 cte. for specimen num-
bers of all editions.
THE BEST EVIDENCE.
The following letter fr'm REV. E. 8. BEST, pas-
tor >1. E. Church, Natick. Vasa., will be nad with
interest by many j)liy*i< i im». Alio th ise s-.fterina
from the. same diieaso us afthe'ed the son < f the
Rev, E. 8. Rest. No persoi can doubt tb s testi-
mony, and there is no doubt about the imativc
powers cf Vioitixe.
Natick. Mass . Jan. 1,1*7’.
Sir— We have g i .d reason f r regarding
Y1' i VkoHIN'i: a meSi' iiie of t/'if pr-ifesf ri'ii.
We feel assuted tha- it b>a been the mea.eof s*v •
ing nr son’s li e. He is now sovju.een years of
age: for the last tw • jeais h* tas sufferea from
neer % to: l it ieg. ca’ s "d b • scrofulous aff ctlou,
and vras «a far reuuced that nearly all who saw
h m thought h s recovery nip >astble. A oun il
of able phyilcians c itlu give us b't th« aintest
hope of nt.evor ral slug, tw «.f the number de-
cla iugthat he was Df ynnd the reacH of hum. m
•emed ea. that even amputation couli n t save
him. as he had not vigor enough toc idurethe
"t> rat on. Just ihen we commenced giving h. in
Vkoktisi, and f oni that t me to t.-r present
ha-, been lonttnuous y •mprovin/. H has lately
resumed his studies, throw . away crutches at.J
(aen, and walks about  heerful and s r ng
Thong r» ’here i> M:!l »otnc dtscha’gj fr. m the
opening where his Urn j was lanced, we ave tht
full- at contldcnce that lu a littlo t.me lie will bo
perfei tly cured.
He lias taken about three dojeen bott es of VEOE-
TINE, but Utf'.v mes but littl , hs he aeciare*
ttat ne i s too well to be taking medicine.
Rdfepectfully yours, B . FBST
MRS. L.t.F. BEST.
The range of disorders which yield to the infl't-
e ceof this medicine, and the number of defined
dlieases which it never fi 1» to cure, are greater
than any other single medicine • as hi her o beta
even recommended far, by any other than the pro-
prietors of some quack nostrum. These diseases
are Scrofula and all, Eruptive diseases and Tui.ioi i,
Rheumatism, Gout. Neuralgia, and Spinal in*
plaints, and all Inflammatory symptoms, UicerR.
all Syphilitic disesBes, K dney ami Bladder du-
eases. Dropsy, the whole tr.i n of painful disor-
ders which so generally fftict American women,
and which carry annually thousands of them t
premature graves; Dyspepsia, that universal
curse of American manhood; Hesitbu n. Pilin'.
Constipat on, Nervousness, inability to sleep, aud
Impure blood.
This Is a formidable list of human a intents for
uny single med cine to successfully attic*, and tt
is not probable that any one article before the
public has the power to cure the quarter of them
uxcept’ug the Vioeiixe. It lays the ax at the
mot of the tree of disease b> Hrst el ruinating
even impurity from toe blood, piomoting the
secretl- iis.tppeiiing the potes— he great escape
valv8* of the system-invigorating the liver to its
full and natural action cleansing the stomach and
strengthening digestion. This much accom-
plDhed.the speedy and the permanent cure of
not < nly ihs diseases we • ave enumerated, but
likewise the whole train of chronic and constitu-
tional disorders, is certa.n to follow. Th s is
precisely v hat Vioktini do-s, and it does its*
nuickly and so easily, that It s an accomplished
fact almost betore the patient is aware of it h.m-
self.
VECETINE is sold by all Druggists.
The Mount Carmel (III.) Register
says : “ Two thousand seven hundred
and sixty-three gallons of blackberries
have been picked in this vicinity the
present season ; and in picking them
tf41 women got 30,000,000 chiggers on
them.
Nature’s Great Remedy
FOR ALL
THROAT and LUNG
DISEASES ! I
Ttis the vital principle of the Pino Tree, obtained
a peculiar process in the distillation of the tar, by
which its highest medicinal properties are retained.
Tar even in its crude state has been recommended by
eminent physician* of every tchool. It is confidently
oilered to the afflicted for the following simple reasons:
x. It cures, — not by abruptly ttof inng the cvi'h—
b-jt by dissolving the phlegm and asiiitir^ nature to
throw off the unhealthy matter causing the irritation.
In cases of //.jfrrfcOKSUMPTio.M it both prolong* and
renders less burdensome the life of the afflicted sufferer.
a. Its healing principle acts upon the irritated sur.
face of the lungs, penetrating to each thseaied fart,
relieving pain, and subduing inflammation.
3. It purities and bniuches the blood. Positive-
ly curing all humors, from the common pimple or
RitUKTiON totheseverestcasesofScrofula. Thousand*
of affidavits could be produced from those who have
felt the beneficial effects of Pm* Tree Tar Cordial’
in the various diseases arising from impurities of
THE BLOOD.
4. It invigorates the digestive organs and restores
d pptt lit . |
All who have known or tried Dr. L..Q. C. Wi*.
hart’* remedies reouire no references from us, but tha
names of thousands cured by them can be given to
any on* who doubts our statement. Dr. L Q. C.
Wuhan’s Great American Dysftfsia Fills and
Worm Sugar Drops have never been equalled. Fat
Mis by all Druggists and Storekeepers, and at
Dr. L. Q. C. WISHART’S Office,
Xo, 3139 A', bocond St., PhUofm,
A Bridal Party thrown Down a Preci
plee.
A young lady and gentleman, recently
married, lie at the point of death in
Dover, N. J., in consetjuence of liaving
been thrown over a precipice. They
had been married at Dover and with
three friends started on a trip to Budd’s
lake. While climbing the Stanhope
mountain, near the railroad bridge, the
pole of the carriage broke and the ve-
hicle rolled rapidly down the steep
grade. It struck against the side of
the bridge, tore off the railing, and
went over the abyss fifty feet deep. The
bride and one of the gentlemen had
both arms and legs and several ribs
broken. The two other ladies were
fearfully bruised, and the bridegroom
fractured an arm beside receiving a
number of cuts about the person. It is
thought he cannot recover. The suffer-
ers .were ali removed to Dover. —New
Y<jrk Mail.
Prince &. Co.’i OrgRii*.
lUiifk; nix stops ; price $123.
Term*. r25 cash. ? 15 monthly.
Mouev refunded if not natiHl'actory.
feed's Temple of Music, 92 Van Buren street.
T;ie Louisvillian pulls his shirt on the
same- as he does his trousers. He can’t
get it on over his ears.
k CURE OP LIVER DISEASE.
Rusk, Tex., May 10, 1873.
Dr. R. V. Pierck— Dear Sir : My wife last
year at this time was conflued to her bed with
Chronic Liver Disease. I had one of tlm boat
doctors to see her, and he gave her up to die,
when I came upon some of your medicine. I
bought one bottle, and commenced using it.
She then weighed 82 pounds, now she weighs
140 pounds, aud is robust and hearty, bhe
has taken eight bottloe in all, so yoa eee I am
an advocate for yonr medicines.
Wu. Meazxl.
A WONDER TO IIER8ELF. P
Tanktow.n, Delaware Co., 0., March 20, 78.
To Dn. R. V. Pierce : Your Discovery
needs only a fair trial, and it will do all yon
recommend it to do, aud more, too. When I
was 15 1 caught cold, and for 28 years I have
beenapetfwt wreck of disease, and all (ha
medicines and doctors' bills hAve run up at
times to and 300, aud never any belter,
but worse, when I gave up ail hopes tat
spring of living the summer through. I re-
ceived one of your account books, and told
my husband, after reading it, that it was too
late to try further, but bo said it was never
too late. Uo went and bought two bottles,
aud 1 • found it was helping mo very much.
Since 1841 1 was troubled with Catarrh aud
Sore Throat, and was almost entirety deif in
one ear, and my voice was as dull »s could be.
There was constant pain in my head. Now my
head is as sound as a dollar, my voice is clear,
and 1 have used ten bottles of your Discovery.
It bas cured mo of Catarrh, Sore Throat,
Heart Disease, Spine Affection and Torpid
Liver. My livsr was very bad. My skin was
rough. When I put my hatu on my body it
was like fish scales. Now it is smooth and
soft as a child’s, lu conclusion, 1 will say 1
have been well for throe months. I am a
wonder to myself and friends. This Is but an
imperfect statement ; half bas not bo?n told.
Yours with respect. Bestir Lackey.
Liver Complaint.
By B. V. I’iehce, M. D., of the World's Dm-
PESSARY, Buffalo, N. Y.
A healthy hver secretes each day about two ----- -------- r — . — ...... .........
and a half pounds of bile, which contains bead the followino from the noted scoot,
a great amount of waste material taken from i “ buffalo uill."
the blood. When the liver becomes tirpid or Holland House, Rockford, 111., Apr. 30, '74.
congested, it fails to eliminate this vast1 Hu. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.— Sir: I
amount of noxious substance, which, there* now taken four bottles of your Golden
Molical Discovery in connection with your
Pellets, and must say that nothing I have ever
taken for my liver has done mo so much good.
I fed like a now man. Thanks to your won-
doiful medicinos.
„ W. F. Cody, ("Buffalo Bill.”)
Mrs. J. B. Cutler, Rath, Mo., savs: *‘M
fore, remains to poison the blood, and be con-
veyed to every part of the system. What
must be the condition of the blood whou it
is receiving each day two aud a half pounds
of poison? Nature tries to Work off this
poison through other channels and organs —
the kidneys, lungs, skin, etc., but these or ........ . — - ....... . mu omjo -. Bly
gaus become overtaxed in performing this i oldest daughter was sick for throe years with
labor in addition to their natural functions, : Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, and your Dis-
and cannot long withstand the pressure, hut co very cured her."
become variously diseased. Did apace permit I could give hundreds of
The brain, which is the great electrical con- I testimonials from those cured of Liver Dis-
tor of all vitality, is unduly stimulated by the ease by my Discovery aud Pleasant Purgative
unhealthy blood, which passes to it from tho Pellets.
A Physician Who Healed Himself.
—If u railroad director were lashed to
even- locomotive, there would be fewer
railroad accidents ; and if doctors had
to take their own physic before admin-
istering it to their patients, fewer peo-
ple would be poisoned. Dr. Joseph
Walker, of California, took this course
when he first compounded the famous
Vinegar Bitters, which now rank as an
inestimable household remedy in all
parts of the United States. He healed
himself with this specific before he
offered it to the world. He introduced
it with a simple statement of the man-
ner in which ho had discovered ils
vegetable ingredients aud been cured,
while wandering, sick and poor, among
vauA4\.uivAJ V WA1ALU OOSUS WU lb IIUIU UIU
heart, and it fails to perform its cilice health-
fully. Heooe the symptoms of bile poieou-
ing.
fctMl TOMS Or LIVER COMPLAINT AND OF SOME
OF THE DISEASES PRODUCED EY IT.
A sallow or yellow color of tho skin, or
yellowish-brown spots on the face and other
parts ; dullness and drowsiness, with froquont
headache, dizziness, bitter or bad taste in tbo
mouth, dryness of the throat, and internal
heat ; palpitation of the heart ; in many cases
a dry, teasing cough, with sole throat; un-
steady appetite, sour stomach, with a raising
of the food, and a choking sensation in the
throat; sickness and vomiting, distress, heav-
iness. or a bloated and full feeling about tbo
stomach and sides, which is often attended
with pain and tenderness ; aggravating pains
in the sides, back or breasi, and about the
shoulders ; colic, pain aud soreness through
tho bowels, with heat , constipation of tho
bowels, alternating with frequent attacks of
diarrhea, piles, llatuleuco. nervousness, colduuu»u«». juicp uihuiu u, ooia- V, --- ; —
ness of the extremities, rush of blood to tho i *he California tribes. He stated what
head, with symptoms of apoplexy; numbness j the preparation had done for himself,
cbiHs, I and a few sufferers from dyspepsia,“!£ bil~. luugd?™
ings. The blood itself being diseased, as it ; raaiiy other prevalent disorders, be-
forms the sweat upon tho surface of the skin, lieved him, tried the new restorative
it is so irritating and poisonous that it pro- i and were more than satisfied with the| I? ‘'tl? th* «'»<>
carbuncles and scrofulous tumors. Only a fow \ ( ^ar fitters began, and we mention
of the above symptoms will bolikoiy to bo : as evidence that in this age
present in any case at ono time. of intelligence and inquiry, nothing
RATIONAL AND successful treatment. | that i 8 really valuable to mankind can
proa'S LjMiver °co“ 7^ tbo P"™ “ P^uniary fail„re-oveu though
disease of tno liver we remove the cause, and 1 lac* help of capital, and have
thereby, radicaHy cure, not only the liver to tight its way against powerful oppo
complaint, but also tho various other diseased ing interests. Within two or thre
conditions produced by it.
It is generally the custom to take strong
liver stimulants for the liver complaint, and
both the mineral aud vegetable kingdoms
have been diligently searched to procure the
most drastic aud poisonous purgatives, in or-
der to produce a powerful effect upon tho
liver, and rouse the lagging aud eufobled or-
gan. These medicines are given freely and ... fc0. illo ul.uv^
in large doses, which keep the liver in an ex- ; testimonials have been given bv contractors
mg w e
mouths after its introduction, the arti-
cle became self-supporting, and it now
yields a magnificent annual revenue.
Wilhoft’s Fever and Ague Tonic.—
This medicine is used by construction com-
panies for tbo benefit of their employes, when
engaged in malarial districts. The highest
cited condition while under their influenco.
This system of treatment is on the same prin-
ciple as that of giving a weak aud debilitated
man largo portions of brandy to enable him to
and by the Presidents of some of the loading
railroads in tho South and West. When men
are congregated in largo numbers in the
neighborhood of swamps and rivers, Wil-
do a certain amount of work. Every iotelli- hoft's Tonic will prove a valuable addition to
gent person can readily see, or imagine, tho the stock of medicines, and will amply reward
condition tho man would be in when tho work j tho company in tho saving of time, labor and
was done and tho brandy withheld ; and it is monev. We recommend it to all. Wheelock,
just so with tho hvor. When the stimulant , Finlay A Co., proprietors, Now Orleans. For
is withheld, tho organ rapidly relapses into a
more torpid or sluggish aud weakened condi-
tion than before. What, then, is wanted ?
Evidently medicines that, while they aronee
the liver to action, will do it, not by an irrita-
ting aud stimulating effect, as is produced by
a dose of great, repulsive, sickening, drastic
pills, calomel, blue mass, mandrake, or podo-
phyllin, but by a tonic invigorating aud
strengtheuiug influence upon that organ.
Medicines arc wanted that, while they cause
the bile to flow freely from tho liver, as that
organ is toned into action, will not overwork
and thus debilitate it, but will, when their
nee is discontinued, leave the liver strength-
ened and healthy. Such medicines I am happy
to have been able to discover and introduce
to the afflicted for their relief and cure. As a
remedy for all the varioua manifestations of
disease resulting from •• Liver Complaint,” as
it is usually termed, and as a blood-purifier,
Dr. Pierces Golden Medical Discovery is
positively unequaled. By it the liver and
stomach are changed to an active, healthy
state, tho appetite regulated and restored, the
blood and seerbtione thoroughly purified and
enriched, aud tho whole system renovated and
built up anew.
Its action is mild, yet positive and lasting.
It does not simply pu/lwle the disease aud re-
lieve it for tbo time being, but it produces
radical and tasting benefit.
There are. however, some peculiar const'tu-
tions on which the Discovery will not prove
suflicioutly laxative to' ouclog the bowels, aud
instead of taking it in larger doses than two
teaspoonfuls four times a day, if that quan-
tity does not move the bowels twice in twenty-
four hours, tako from one to three of Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pellets each day,
or just sufiiciont to produce tho desired relaxa-
tion, which should fall short of a cathartic
effect. In fact, the combined use of the
Pellets and tho Discovery from the first in the
mild doses which 1 recommend, will be found
most effective m arousing the secretion of the
liver, and subduing congestion or inflamma-
tion of that organ. Do not use any other
laxative or cathartic with tho Discovery, an
none other is so well calculated to work in
harmony with and assist the Discovery in its
congenial operation. Other cathartics will
frequently counteract and interfere wither
neutralize tbo power and good effects of the
Discovery; they should not, therefore, be
used. These little Purgative Pellets, or Kugar-
Coated, Root and Herbel Juice, Anti-BUious
Granules, on the other hand, are so com-
pounded as to harmonize with and assist tho
Discovery.
Discovery and Pellets are sold by druggists
tho wo|d over.
sale by all druggists.
Good articles are always cheapest in
the end. This is especially the case with paper
collars, as the Elmwood will wear longer than
any others, ami look well all the time.
The Northwestern Horse-Nail Co.’s
'* Finished ” Nail is the best in the world.
Go TO Riverside Water Cure. Hamilton, Hi.
The Ladlel, Sornsis Club, of New York, re-
cently changed their dlscnulon from Woman’!
Suffrage to Hair preparation* and Pimple BanDh-
era. They declared that where nature had not en-
dowed them with beauty, it waa their right -yea,
their duty— to aeek It where they could. Bo they
all toted that Magnolia Balm overcame Sallow-
neta, Rough Skin and Rtng-Marke, and gave to the
complexion a moat diaftngua (Soroaiaa) and mar-
ble-llke appearance (dangereua to men, no doabt);
and that Lyou’a Kathalron made the bale grow
thick, aoft and awful pretty, and, moreover, pre-
vented It from turning gray. If the proprietor* of
theae article* did not aand the alatera an invoice,
they are not amart.
Not Quite So Fast* Mr. Jones!-! horae-
doctor in Philadelphia waa caught changing the
celebrated Maxlcan Mooting Liniment into other
bottleaand uatng It aa bla own recipe. Honeaty is
alwaya the beat policy. Theae medicine-men like
to follow up anch fellow*. It cured the lame horae
all the aame ; but it damaged the Doctor'* reputa-
tion, and benefited the proprietor In proportion.
We have heard of ao many Rhenmatlo peraona and
lame horaea being cured by the Muatang Liniment
that we advlae every honaekeeper, liveryman
and planter to inveat in a 50-cent or a SI. 00 bottle,
agalnat accident. Beware of cuanterfeita. It Is
wrapped in a ateel engraving, aigned "O. W.
Weatbrook, Chemlat." *-
The Grand Revolution in Medical Treat-
kxt, which waa commenced In 16C0, la attll in
progreaa. Nothing can atop It, for It la founded on
the principle, now nnlveraally acknowledged, that
phyalcal vigor (e the moat formidable antagonlat
of all human ailment*, and experience bai abown
that Plaktatiok Bittrri la a pecrleea Invigor-
,DhM y*!1.** th* b#,t posatble aafeguard agalnat
epidemic dlaaaaea.
I*?** DAT Commtaaion or $30 a week£7 Salary, and expense*. We offer it and will
pny It. Apply now. G. Webber * Co., Marlon, O
A DVERTISERB ! Bend 2ft cents to GEO. P. ROW-d Sfi- 41 p*rk Row> New York, for their
Pampnut oj 100 pager, containing llsta of 9000 news-
papers and eitimates showing coat of advertlatng.
VINECAR BITTERS
Dr. J. Walker’s California Vin-
e^ar Bitters are a purely Vegetable
pieparation, made chiefly from the na-
tive herbs found on the lower ranges o'
the Sierra Nevada moutVaina of Califor*
nia the medicinal torljtrties of which
are extracted therefrom without the use
of Alcohol. Tho question is almost
daily asked, '‘What is tho cause of the
unparalleled success of Vinegar Bit
VEitsf” Our answer is, that they remove
tho cause of disease, and tho patient re
covers his health. They are the greai
blood purifier ami a life-gtviii principle
a perfect Renovator ami Invigorate.’
of the system. Never before in tht
history of the world has a medicine beoc
compounded possessing tho remarkable
qualities of Vinegar Ritters in healing th»
ta3k of every difreuiie man is heir to They
are a gentle Purgative as well as a Tonic
relieving Congestion or Inflammation of
tho Liver and Visceral Organs, in Bilious
B.. cases.
The properties of Dk. Walker’s
• inegar Ritters are Aperient, Dianlmretic.
Carminative, Nutritions, Laxative, Diuretia
Sedative, Counter-Irritant, Sudorific. Altera
five, aud Anti-Bilious
Grateful Thousands proclaim \ i
EG Ait Hitters the most wonderful li
vigor, mt Unit ever sustained the siukiiq
system.
]'u Person can fake these Bitters
according to directions, and remain lone
unwell, provided tneir bones are not de-
stroyed by mineral poison or other
means, and vital organs wasted beyond
repair.
Bilious. Remittent and Inter*
mitteilt Fevers, which are so preva-
lent in the valleys of otr great rivers
throughout the United States, especially
those of the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri,
Illinois, Tennessee, Cumberland, Arkan-
sas, Bed, Colorado, Brazos, Kio Grande,
Pearl, Alabama, Mobile, Savannah, Ito-
anoke, James, and many others, with
their vast tributaries, throughout our
entire country during tho Summer and
Autumn, and remarkably so during sea-
sons of unusual heat and dryness, are
invariably accompanied by extensive de-
rangements of tho stomach and liver,
and other abdominal viscera. In their
treatment, a purgative, exerting a pow-
erful influence upon these various or-
gans, '% essentially necessary. There
is no cathartic for the purpose equal to
Dn. J. Walker’s Vinegar Bittkics,
ns they will speedily remove the dark-
colored viscid matter with which' tho
bowels are loaded, at tho same time
stimulating the secretions of tho liver,
and generally restoring tho healthy
functions of the digestive organs.
Fortify the body against disease
by purifying all its fluids with Vinegar
Hitters. No epidemic can take hold
of a system thus fore-armed.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Head-
ache, Pain in the Shoulders, Coughs,
Tightness of the Chest, Dizziness, Sour
Eructations of the Stomach, Had Taste
in the Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpita-
tation of the Heart, Inflammation of the
Lungs, Pain in the region of the Kid-
neys, and a hundred other painful symp-
toms, are the offsprings of Dyspepsia.
One bottle will prove a better guarantee
of its merits than a lengthy advertise-
ment.
Scrofula, or King’s Evil, White
Swellings, Ulcers, Erysipelas, Swelled Neck.
Goitre, Scrofulous Inflammations, Indolent
Inllan.nations, Mercurial Affections, Old
Sores, Eruptions of tho Skin, Soro Eyes, etc.
In these, as in nil other constitutional Dis-
eases, Walker’s Vinegar Bitters have
shown their great curative powers in tho
most obstinate aud intractable coses.
For Inflammatory and Chronic
Rheumatism, Gout, Bilious, Remit-
tent and Intermittent Fevers, Diseases of
the Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Bladder,
luai.these Bitters have no eat
are caused by Vitiated Blood.
Such Diseases
Mechanical Diseases. -Persons en-
gaged in Paints and Minerals, such as
Plumbers, Type-setters, Gold-beaters, and
Miners, as they advance in life, are subject
to paralysis of the Bowels. To guard
against this, taxo a dose of Walker's Vin-
egar Bitters occasionally.
For Skin Diseases, Eruptions, Tet-
ter, Salt-Rhenm, Blotches, Spots, Pimples.
Pustules, Boils, Carbuncles, Ring-worms.
Scald-head, Sore Eyes, Erysipelas, Itch.
Scurfs, IJiscolorations of tho* Skin, Humor*
and Diseases of the Skin of whatever name
or nature, are literally dug up and carried
out of the sr«t<»ni in a short time by the u:
of these Bitter*.
Fin, Tape, and other Worms.
lurking in the system of so many thousands,
are effectually destroyed and removed. No
system of medicine, no vermifuges, no an
thclminitlcs will free tho system from wornn
like these Bitters.
For Female Complaints, in young
or old, married or single, at the dawn of we
manhood, or the turn of life, these Toni.
Bitters display so decided an influence that
improvement is soon perceptible.
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood when-
ever you find its impurities burstieg through,
the skin in Pimples, Eruptions, or Sor-w;
cleanse it when you find it obstructed aid
sluggish in the veins ; cleanse it when it is
foul ; yonr feelings will tell yon when. Kec p
the blood pure, and the health of the system
will follow.
r. H. McDonald & co..
Drnpplgts and Gen. Agts., San Franc Into. California,
and cor. of Washington and Charlton Str., N. Y.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers.
TABLE KNIVES AND FORKS OF
AND EXCLUSIVE MAKERS OF
KINDS,
And Iks MPntsUI Ivo. j ’’ ... K. Iff. The*«* Handles naver i<«-t lon*r,Tr.' n.it afft.-te.l ly
mcNVf*I?Tt K K V Vl IMP *!? V r* K* Vty rA “ call *r the Trde-Mark. “ 51 Kill-
I BPT J, & f. COlgliCK THTO fir lit mIm)
l>erdayat home. Term* free. Add row
Geo, Htikkon .V Co., Portland, Maine,$5;$20
111 oiiry-.IInkliiK Kiiiit'nymriif .
1T1 offered. Addreaa, M. N. LOVELL,
Heat ever
Erie, I*s.
4 GKNTS WANTKD-Wen or Women. *14*
iV weskor 8100 forfeited. The ttcrtt fret. Write
st anoe to CO WEN A OOisth St.. NewTork.
n/tnro n/m o JNNNinos iihos , manatee!
 HiLil iHILO. urera of tlie ,U|iaii<»«p I’apor
W»r«,3&2Pe*ri-st.,N. Y.CItv. Trade aupiilied with
Spittoons, Bowls, Huatna, Slop Jars, Trays, Ac.
PFR PAY made by Agon’s and Can-
vaianra •olilmrour SASH L»CKB.
. , Put on Window in mie rniuuti-. He-
Istla nl» 10 Cents. Bella quirk. Add.en MV-
IftGBTON A CO., Iron Founde a, Pittsburgh, Pa.
THIS PRINTING INK
Han er’a Batlflings, New York. For sate by Chica-
go Newspaper Union, 114 Mooroe-st., in lO-lb anJ
itt-lb package*. Ai«n a full aasortmeut of Job luka.
WUV 8e»d 2Acentk and the address of fire per-
il m auii* and receive by mall a Heautiruicf.ro-
| mo. also 7 bjr I-worth m.ftD-ai.d full in-
IIHT atmcttoni to clear $20 a day, Atldrcas
nu I J Plumh A Co.. Ifc South Sth-st., Ph.la., Pa.
ADVERTISERS! Am. Newspaper Union renra-
iV soma over \,i£0 papara, utvided into 7 si.odi-
vtatona. Pend 8-cent stamp for Map allowing luca
turn of pai'ur*. wub combined anu aeparate Hats,
giving eMimatCH for coat of advertising. Addreaa
B. P. SANBORN, lit Monroe street, Chicago, HI.
IHp A fl-Tlie rboiceat in the world -Importer*’
I li ft ft prlcca— largeat Company In A.ncrica-
K U AM at. pic article — plcaaca everybody -
Ttaue inereuaing-Age.itS wanted everywhere •
beat Inducement*— don’t dflav-»«nd forfltreular
to ROBERT WBI.LB.ISVeaey St., N.Y .l’.O.Boxm.
KNOWLTON’S BATHING APPARATOS
Gtvck all the com orta of a batlwfom .p any nmn.
I" tbo houae, and takes uo room for storage.
Especially adapted to cohiitry houses, and towns
without water worka. Not i nenalve. send for
llluatrated circular to BKAINEHD SMITH < CO.,
It® and 151 .Madiaou atreet. Chicago, m.
ADVERTISERS
TN ho deal re to reach country renders can do so In tho
cJ'''*V,t ,,,0ilMt'r hy ualng one or more see-
Mona of fUK Guxxt N uwbpapkk Ai-xiliaky I.istb.
Apply to K. K, FltATT, 7G Jackeou-at., Chicago.
A DAV GUARANTEED
rfm*11. WELL AUGER AND
DHILL in good territoiy. 1IIGULST
TESTLMUNIALa FROM GOVERNORS
OF IOWA, AEKANJAS AND DAKOTA,
ttfalegue* free. W. GILES, Bt Louli, Mo.
FOWLER'S GREAT WORK
Uu Jiun/ioon, II onu'iihiiod and then' Ahitiuil Inter’
litlatiuiu: Love, Its Lave, Power, etc.
Agent* are selling from 15 to»3 cople* n day.
Bend for specimen page* aou term* to agents, and
ee why It sells faat^r than ana other book. Ad*
dreaa, NATIONAL PUB. CO., Chicago, III., or Bt.
Louts, Mo ' ’
Effective ! Durable 1
Every Machitio
irraagad U Oat 4 Leaftka
Everybody
waariaa i
FEED CUTTER.
fV.H. BAUSLCO.,
General Aarote,
34 A 3GB. Canal St.,
Got. Wash loo, (HIUUU
BYPwK’S
Mi Pocket Photocccro.
Has groat MAnifiryjpn power, tiaed for detecting
Counterfeit Money, Shoddy in Cloih, foreign aub-
ata.icea in the Eye, it. Wounds, etc., and to exam-
ine Insec's. Flowers and riant*, to delect llawa
in Metals, fineness of wood-grain; to decipher
writing otherwise illegible, and for the iueptettou
of grain, minerals, etc. CaoDil for everybody.
Double Convex Lena,! 1-SI inohea ip diameter.
Mounted in leather, and carried tu thovSlt pocket.
Price C" ------ * ---- * .....
Want
Addreu- ..... . ...... ...... uu. *.'**,,
Office No. 49 Naarau-BL State where you saw this
,HE remington WJHnj
THK NKW IMPROVED
REMINGTON
Sewing Machine.
AWARDED
THE “MEDAL FOR PROGRESS,”
AT VIKNHA, 18T3.
Tnu Hioiibit Ohpkh or "Mrdal" Awakdsd
tuk Kxi’oamos.
JVb Sewing Machine Received a Higher
Prize.
A FEW GOOD It K A HON Hi
1,-A A'ctc Invention, Tiiorouoblt Tsbtsd and
secured by Letters Patent.
!4,— Make* s perject lock stitch, alike on both
sldea, on till kinds of poods.
U.— Runs Light, Smooth, Noisklibi and Rapid
-lest combinntioa of qualities.
4.— PunA«LK-f?nn»/or Years without Repairs.
5. -H'l'W do all varieties of Work and J'mui/.S’fifoh-
inq in a superior manner.
O.-Is Host JCasOif Managed by the operator.
Lengthof stitch may be altered while rnnuinndg.a
machine can be threaded without passing thread
through boles.
7 *— Design Simjie, Ingenious, Kegant, forming
tho atitch uilhout tho use of Cog-Wheel Goars,
Rotary Cams or Lever Arms. Has the Automufic
Drop- Feed, which insure* uniform length of stitrh at
ting speed. Has our now Thredrf-Owfroffsr, which
allows easy movement of needle-bar add prevents
injur)/ to tlirsait.
N» — Const k uct i os most cartful and rinisniD. It
ia manufactured by the most skit// n/ and experienced
mechanics, at the celebrated Heiiilnifton Armo-
ry, llton, N.Y. Nc vv York OfHcr, No. ti Mad I-
sou Nqnnrc (Kurtz’s Hulldlug). IIHANC II
OFFICES i 5 .Stale St., ChU ago, lll.| S7U
Superior St., tie vein nil, O.i INI Fourth
St., Cincinnati, O. I 4UUMaln St., Uuffalo,
N- Y.| Washlnf(toii St., Boaton, Mass.t
Hit) Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pn.t 1U
Sixth St., PittNlmrgh, Pa.
OUR|Dlogueforl874wlM be
Lent free to Agents on application.NEW MAPS, CHARTS, CHKO-
IMO, Ac. Our new Maps of INDI-
IaNA, ILLINOIS, OHIO and NlGHl-
n AN, hit tbs beat and cheapest puk-
R.C. BRIDGMAN,
ft llarclAy Street. N. Y.
.ted atl. , ovsft
GO cents, two for §l,free by mall. Agent*
used. llluatrated Circular* and term* fn-a
ls M  L.fiYRN, P. O Box 4 1*9  Nhw York
s «* t. ua  
ChicagoFire!
An Illttatrailoii of tlir Hurnt Dlutrlct
will nppenr In the next is»ue of tH’K
FHIKSIDE FJlIKM), a copy of which will be
scut free to all who will send addreaa.
On Fireside Friend.
The Family and Story Weekly. The
Largest Circulation. Magnificent
Premiums.
Chicago, July Kith, 1874.
Neither Ouu Ftnr-ainr, Fmiskd HuiMIng nor its
contents were destroyed or at all injured hvthe
diaaatroua fire of Tuesday night last (July 14th).
The business of our office In all its departments
is going oil, and we arc shipping premium* aud
inn. ling paper* as utiial, and are preixtied to fill
all order .
Wc furnish the mod eoxilg worked and best/Mif/-
tng agency in kineti<Su Semi fu apecimeaM and
teimi WATERS * CO., Publiffaetf, ChicafO.
WATERS’ CONCERTO ORGANS
Are the ino*t heaiitlfui in style and perfect In
tone ever made. '1 bo COhCEtlTO STOP is
the heat ever placed In any Organ. Ills
produced by an extra art of reeds, peculiarly
voiced, the EFFECT of which is MONT
CHAIC'f 1.V4 and MHJL-KTlKKl*i), while
It* IMITATION or the H CM Aft VOICE is
NCPKKB. Term* liberal.
WATERS' Philharmonic, Vesper and ORCHES-
TRAL ORGANS
in UNHIUK FltKNCIl CA**KS, are am^ng the
best made, and combine PURITY of VOIC-
ING with great volume of lone, suitable
lor PARLOR, CHURCH or MUSlC HALL.
\\ lint U this Great Remedy, and what a
it* effects? Theae sie qti’iitious which the gre
American public ha* a i ight to n«k. and it has al
a right to expect a candid and lutlsfnotnry repl
I 1 ho preparation la a mild and gent-e saline (
thartic, a terall* e a d tonic, and is moat careDil
prepnrtd in tho f rm of aanow-whlt* powder. c.
tfiiiiiog an tho wondoifuj medical prupartlos
tlie far-famed
Seltzer Springs of Germany.
Of ita efTccta, those wlio have tested the prei
I ration are ilia best Judges, aid they declare, ov
| their own Rignaturea, t -at the preps ation w
promptly re bvu indigestion, reg ilate tb * flow
| ibe b-le, tare every specie* of headache, t a qu
lire the ne voua syatem, ref exh and Invigora
I the weak, mitigate tne ps’ig* of rheumatism, ne
traltxo x-ld in the ulomach, clenuse snd tone tl
bowela, assist the fal log appetl’e. cure the heai
burn. II you arc a sufferer, give this remedy rn
ulal. an ' tt will convince you of the above fscl
Bold by *!1 druggists.
t WATERS’ NEW SCALE PIANOS
have great power and ttne Hinging tone,
with nil modern improvements, anu are tho
It ENT PI A NON M A 1)K. ’I hese Organa and
Pianos are warranted for 0 years. PRICES
KXl lCEMkLs LOW torcnsli or pnrt caali
and linlnuee in inoiithly or qnnrterly pny-
Uienfs. Necond hand llistrumenta taken
in exchmige AGENTS VVAYlKUta every
County in, tbo U. M. and ( niiadiu A liberal
dlacount to Jearhers, Ministers, Churches,
Schools, Lodges, kc. Ili.cstkatxd Cataloous
Mailed. HOKACE WATERS A SON,
481 it road way. New York. P.O. Uox 3507.
BECKWITH
$20.
Portable Family Sewing Machine,
THE MOST 1
POPULAR'
s h 57
“•ay U? re
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|| A AIT of Medical Wonders. Should be read by
Kl || I II all. Bent free for 2 Mamps. AddressliUUIi DR. BONA^ABTB, Olnctniiatt, 0.
DR. WHITTIER,
No. 617 St. Cbitrles Street, St. LoclvXo.,
coatlDOM Ui treat all COM* of obitulet ta aurriaw, Mood
ImpuriUM, (vary oilmfot or (k-kntu vklcb r*»aJt,rfrom
indl.-rtiioo or Imprudcac*. vith iDptralleicd »iiee<-««.
Ur. W.'o ooUbliikioeot io ahsrtmd h> Ui* Snt«4f Mlt-
sourl, vs* rouniiod and hu i^tn eaUbll.bed to .oeuro
•»f!, corulu and roStbl. rtlief. Belas a rrado.u of
stTcral medical eoiletM, and harlao the exiwrionce of a
Iocs tnd iuooo»«fy| UN In hi* tpoctaiilei he bai perfected
rraiellM ibat am e Recta.! in oil tht*. catM. Hi, p.ticnu
are bcioi treated by mail or exprei* errryvbero. No
matur who f»Sed. ooll/or writs. From tbo (rest anm-
ber of apvlloatlofto ho ia eo.Wed to keen b*« ekartt*
‘-V. Sp pages, pvloi full symptom*, for two
MARRIAGE CUlOE,
Imm m a v l.«- p t e- n • a Ian t ft. « . .a . . .
“[.W 1" ,*h' nBkjt M.k« Ih, Jf0,t Drain
“o'! crd'
Beckwith Sewing Machlno Co^ c.n.u. "iTai
THIS SPACE BELONGS TO 1 W. VAN PUTTEN,
. ............. H “ bssjs;*? s HliU'j™, Established in New York from 1845-1857. In Michigan since 1857. i ain 8 an ^ 8’
h'""M ,,"d '*• D- IW _ . 1 P « 1 1 y , 0 1 a s s , E t c .
Mortgage Sale.
DirArLT hivinit hcon made in the condition* of ,
payment of a certain Indenture of Mortgage, which |
waa made and executed by Abraham hlferdlnk of
Holland. Ottawa County. State of Michigan, to
Arond (teerllnt;*. of the came place, on the eigh-
teenth (IRth) day of June. In the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and *evontv-two, (A.
D. 187*,) which wa* recorded In the Offlce of the
Koginter of Deed* of the County of Ottawa in
eight hundred and aeventy-two (A
at l o’clock P. M..on page 41«. of Liber ‘X’ of
Mortgage*, In *aid office, which *ald mortgage wa*
doly a**ignod by *ald Arend Oeerllng*. of the
City of Holland, Ottawa County, State of Mich
Igait, to Abel T. Stewart of the *ame place by
a certain deed of alignment, executed and dated
on the twentieth (‘JtHh) dav of June, In the year of
Qur Lord one thoueand eight hundred and aeventy-
) which *aid deed of aatdgnmcnt
dNvffiNHi
two
was
(A. d. jr«,
rurordaijn
i. D. 1W«.) at 1 o'clock
r “H” of Mortgage*,
ault the power of sale
i  tho Office of the Register of
___ __ ___ Ottawa, In l _
Michigan, on the twenty etglitb c*th) day of
June, In the year of our Lora one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-two (A
P. M , on pajpe 432 of Libe
In said offlce, by which def
Contained In the said Mortgage has become oner-
fttive, and on which Mortgage there 1* at this date
Claimed to be due tho sum of Five hundred
•nd forty-two dollar* and flfty-one cent* ($541.51)
of principal and Interest, together with an At-
torney’s fee of twenty live dollars ($85) a* in *ald
Mortgage stipulated and agreed for foreclosing
laid Mortgage, and the costs and charges of said
foreclosure and sale, a* also provided in said Mort-
gage; and no suit or proceeding*, either in law or
in equity, having been commenced for the fore-
closure of «ld Mortgage, or the rollectlon of the
debt secured thereby, or any part thereof, Notice
is therefore hereby given, that hy virtue of the
power of sale In said Mortgage contained, I shall
well at pabllc auction to the highest bidder, the
lands and premises described in said Mortgage
On Mr tirfnty-rixtA (38) day of Debtor > i» Mr p*<ir
of our Ijord ont thousand HaM hundnd ami sfivuty-
four {A. D. 1874), al tiro o clock In the afternoon qf
that <tay.nl the frontdoor of the Court House*, in
the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa Connty, State of
Michigan, that being the place where the Circuit
Court for the said County of Ottawa is holden,
which said lands, and premises are described as
follows, vlx:— “All of that certain piece or par-
cel of land situate In the City of Holland. Coun-
ty of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and described
asfol'ows, to-wit:— The West half of the West
hall of Lot numbered one (1) in Block numbered
Thirty-six (36; according to the plat of said City,
of record, a* of the village or Holland, In the
A Change of Programme Each Week.
THE LARGEST STOCK OF GOODS.
THE BEST STOCK OF GOODS.
SOLD BELOW ALL OTHER DEALERS,
A.T THE “CITS' DK/CrG STOHE.
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa Countv.
Ktatc of Michigan being the same premises this
day conveyed by the said Arend fieerllngs and
Bonsie his wife to the said party of the first part,
and these presents are given to secure a part of the
consideration price of said premises ”
Dated the 30th dav of July. A. D. 1874.
ABKL T. STEWART. Assignee of Murtqag*.
II. 1). Post, Attorney for Assignee.
Mortgage Sale.
Whereas default has been made in the conditions
of a certain moflgage executed by Cole O. Salyer
and Betsy Salyer til* wife, of the Township of Hol-
land. Ottawa County, Michigan, to llemlrlrk Oo*
tenrijk of the same place, ou the third (3rd) day of
July. A. D. 1869, and recorded In the offlce of the
Register of Deeds for Ottawa Comity, State of
Michigan, on the seventh (7th) day of July. A. I).
1869. In Liber "U” of Mortgages, on page seventy-
six [76], which said mortgage was only assigned
by the said Hendrick OosteDfiik, of the town of
of Holland. Ottawa County, Michigan, to (lilies
Wabckc, of tho Town of Zeeland, Ottawa County.
Michigan, by a certain deed of assignment executed
and dated tho thirty-first (31) day of August, A. D.
1869. which said deed of assignment was recorded
in the office ot the register of deeds of the County of
Ottawa. State of Michigan, on the twenty-second
422nd) day of August. A. D. 1873, In Liber No. 1, of
Mortgages on page fifty-four (54), by whleh default
the power of tale contained In said Mortgage ha*
become operative, and no proceedings in Law or
in chancery have been had to recover the debt se-
cured by said Mortgage, or any part thereof, and
whereas the sum of Two Hundred and Eight dol-
lars and one cent tSOB.Ol) Is now claimed to be
due on said Mortgage on the date hereof: Notice
Is hereby ri
said togethe
rt i
veu that for the amount doe as aforc-
be foreclosed hy sale to the highest bidder, at pub-
lic vendue, of the premises described In said Mort-
nmm mm nmm at the m sees sides at bait tse me dtsee ms charge,
We do not purchase Physicians, and have no percentage to pay to any one.
Eighth Street, Holland City
Patent Medicines,
Choice Wines and Liquors,
Fancy Soaps & Perfumery.
Tooth Brushes,
Clothes Brushes,Cj Hair Brushes,
Shaving Brushes,
and Paint Brushes.
Razors and Razor Straps,
Chamois Skins, and
Nursing Bottles.
A FULL ASSORTMENT OF
Supporters and Trusses,
And everything, usually kept in Drug Store*.
Physician*' Prescriptions Carefully Com-
pounded, Day or Night.
46-KcMy
OF
E. HEROLD,
Eioirrn Street, City of Holland.
Hardware Store !
-:o:-
E. VAN DER VEEN,
Gratefully acknowledging the liberal patro-
nage of hi* many friends and customer*
in the past, respectfully invite*
the attention of the
Public to hi*
LARGE STOCK
gage, vlx: Ail that certain piece or Dared of land
jf„ ' ‘ ‘ ‘ t D
<*f the South-West Quarter of the North-East
situated in the County o  Ottawa and State of
Michigan, which i* further described as tha part
Quarter of Section Twenty (20) in Township Five
(5) North of range Fifteen (15) West, which t*
bounded on the North side hy the public highway
running from the Allegan, Muskegon and Traverse
Bay State Road as It now runs North -Easterly
through Section Sixteen (16) In *ald Township, to
the South-East comer ot Section four [41 In said
Township as said highway I* now travelled: and
bounded on the Ka*t, South and Weal *lde by the
East, South and West line* ol Mid South-West
Quarter of the North-East Quarter of Section
Twenty [#»,1 excepting four acre* on the East side
thereoi and leaving *ix acres more or le*a; which
sale whl take place at the Iront door of the Court
House In the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa Coun-
ty. State of Michigan [that being the place where
the Circuit Court for the said Connty ol Ottawa I*
held,] on Monday, the s>cond [2nd] dayof S'ormber,
A. I). 1874, at one o'clock in the afternoon qf that day.
Dated, Holland, Mich., Aug. 6, A. I). 1874.
GILLES WABEKE. Assignee of Mortgagee.
Griswold A Oht. Ally's for Assignee.
Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made in the condition* of
payment of a certain Mortgagu dated the twenty-
fourth day of July, A. D. 1872, made and ex<-cuted
by Leonard L. Witbeck, of Holland, Ottawa
County, Michigan, to Joshua Myrlck, of the same
place, and recorded in the offlce’of the Hegt*ter of
Deed* in and for the County of Ottaw. and State
of Michigan, on the 27th day of July, A. D. 1872,
at one o'clock, P. M., in Liber “X’’ of Mortgage*,
on page 444. and afterward* assigned by assign-
ment from the said Joshua Myrlck to Geo. Mctx
and Geo. W. McBride, on the 8rd day of August,
A. D. 1871, for a valuable consideration, which
said assignment was recorded in the offlce of the
register of Deed* In and for the County of Ottawa,
and State of Michigan, on the 5th day of August,
A. D. 1874. in Liber No. 4, of Mortgages, on page
41, and wherea* there i* now due and unpulu on
aaid Mortgage the sum of eighty-three dollars and
eighteen cent*, and no proceeding* either in law or
In equity having been commenced to recover the
same or any part thereof: Notice I* hereby given
that ou Tuesday, the tenth dayof Noremher, A. 1),
1874, at one o’clock in the afternoon of said day, at
the front door of . the Court House, in the city of
Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa, that being
the place of holding the Circuit Court for *aid
County, there will be sold to the hlghrst bidder,
at public auction or vendue, the premise* described
in said Mortgage or *o much thereof a* may he
necessary to satisfy the amount due and payable
on *ald Mortgage, with Interest at ten percent and
all legal cort* and charges of such sale and also
an attorney fee of fifty dollar* a* provided for in
aaid Mortgage In case proceeding* should be taken
to foreclose the same, which a»id lands and premisea
are described a* follows, to-wit: “All the following
described land eitnated and being In the County of
Ottawa, and State of Michigan and further des-
cribed a* follows, to-wit: the North-West quarter
of the North-West quarter of Section [10] ten. In
town [5] five, North of range [16] sixteen West,
containing forty acres of land more or less, as per
United States eurvey ”
Dated. Holl<nd, Mich.. Aug. 13th. A. D. 1874.
GEO. METZ and GEO. W. McBIUDK,
Assignee* of Mortgagee.
Q. W. McBride, Att’y for Assignees of Mortgagee.
‘ PERSONAL
Dr. J. II. Carpenter would
announce to the citizens of
Holland City and vicinity, that
after twelve yearn’ experience
in the practice of Medicines,
Surgery and Midwifery, he is
now permanently located in
this City, where he will contin-
ue to practice his profession.
Returning his* thanfes for past
patronage, he hopes to receive
a share i<>r the future and to' he
able to satisfy all reasonable
expectation.
Hard-ware.
I hope to see all my old friends and many new
ones to examine my goods, so well
•elected for the trade.
W* hive os hiBi i full Anortnefit of thi Eeit
COOK,. PARLOR AND HEATING STOVES.
Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Etc.,
Horse Nails,
Horse Shoes,
Wagon Springs,
Horse Trimmings,
Glass, Putty,
Paints, Oils,
Nails, etc.
Farmers’ Implements,
Carpenters’ Tools,
And many other things too numerous to men-
tion.
BIPAIUM k JOBBUTO ECKE AT SHOBT KOTICZ.
E. VAN DER VEEN.
8. E. cor. 8th ± River 8t*. 46 -^cl-ly
KEARNEY’S
Fluid Extract
BUCHU!
The only known remedy for
BRIGHTS DISEASE,
And a positive remedy for
GOUT, GRAVEL STRICTURES, DIA-
BETES, DI8PEPSIA, NERVOUS
DEBILITY, DROPSEY,
Non-retention or Incontinence of Trine, Irritation,
Inflamatlon or Ulceration of the
BLADDER A KIDNEYS,
SPERM ATORRIKEA,
Leucorrha;e or Whites, Diseases of the Prostate
(Hand, Stone in the Bladder,
Colculua Gravel orBrickdust Deposit and Mucus
or Milky Discharge*.
KEARNEY’S
EXTRACT BUCHU
Permanently Cures all Disease* of the
BLADDER, KIDNEYS, AND DROPSICAL
SWELLINGS,
Existing In Men, Women and Children,
tSTNO MATTER WHAT THE AGE!
Prof. Steel says: “One bottle of Kearney’s
Fluid Extract Biichu is worth more than all other
Buchu* combined.''
Price. One Dollar per bottle, or Six bottles for
Five Dollars.
Depot, 101 Dime St, Hei Tori:,
A Physician in attendance to answer correHpon-
deuce and give advice gratis.
tir Send stamp for Pamphlets, free. 121172
TO THK-
PV
OF BOTH 8EXE8.
No Charge for Advice and Consultation.
Da. J. B. Dvott. graduate of Jefferson Mqdlcal
College, Philadelphia, anthor of •evcral valuable
works, can be consulted on all diseases of the Sexu-
al or Urinary Organs, (which he ha* made an es-
pecial study) either In mail or female, no matter
from what canar originating or of how long atand-
Ing. A practt»« of 80 years enable# him to treat
diseases with success. Cures guaranteed. Charge*
rcammable. Those at a distance can forward letter
describing symptoms and enclosing stamp to pre-
pay postage. , - •
Send for the Guide to Health. Price 10c.
J. B.DYOTT, M. D.,
Physician and burgeon, 104 Duane 8t„ N. Y.
Sidewalk Plank.
A choice lot of dry pine 2 Inch cull plank for
sab* cheap, by II. D. Post. Also, No. 1 Shingles,
cheap.
Job Printing neatly done here.
[ Official. ]
Common Council-
Wkdnesday, August 10, 1874.
The Common Council met in regular
session, and was called to order by the
Mayor,
The roll was called by the Clerk; a full
Board present.
The rules were suspended and the read-
ing of minutes omitlcd.
A communication was presented and
read from Mr. K. Schaddelee, relative to
the deficient supply of water in the City
for extinguishing fires.— The communica-
tion was referred to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
Supervisor Dieketna of the Township of
Holland was? present and asked the co-
operation of the City authorities in opening
liii it street, West of River street.— The
Committee on Streets, Roads and Bridges
were authorized to act with the Highway
Commissioners of the Township of Hol-
land in opening said street.
A petition of T. Keppel and 130 others
remonstrating against the passage of an
Ordinance prohibiting the running at large
of cattle in the streets of the City, during
the night.— Referred to the Special Com-
mittee to whom was referred the petition
praying for such prohibition.
A petition of P. Phanstiehl and others
praying for a side walk on the North side
of (fib street, was presented.— Referred to
the Committee on Streets, Ronds and
Bridges.
The petition of J. Aling and others for
a side walk on the North side of 7th street
was referred hack for additional signa-
tures.
The Committee on Streets, Roads and
Bridges reported the completion of the
job let to Quortel. Smits and Pin; also the
job of B. Homkes near Black River
Bridge, and recommended payments of
the same.
The Committee further reported that
they have let the proposed improvements
on 10th Street, for 1150, and asked author-
ity to expend the balance of the appro-
priation (#50) in further improvements on
said street if necessary. — Authority
granted.
The Chief Engineer of the Fire Dep’t
asked leave of ahsense for the Fire Dep’t,
with engine and 100 feet of hose, fur two
days, Aug. 20, and 27. to attend the Fire-
men’s Tournament at Kalamazoo-Granted.
A Bill of H. Weirscma, of #30, for la-
bor on streets, was presented for payment;
Also a bill of J. Qunrtcl, for services as
special police and night watch, #18.— Re-
ferred to the Committee on claims and ac-
counts.
The Committee on Public Buildings and
Property reported that J. Quarlel lias com-
pleted the job of building a sited for the
protection of the canon and recommended
the payment of #1.40 for the same.—
Adopted.
The same Committee further report that
they have let the job of constructing a ven-
tilator for drying hose, to T. Van de Vusse,
for #49.95.— Approved.
Mr. C. Dc Jong was present and made a
statement in regard to Saloon License, and
asked that the amount before fixed at #50,
be reduced to #25. The resolution of
June 4, fixing Saloon License of Arie De
Jong at #50, was rescinded and license
granted on payment of #25.
A resolution was passed instructing the
City Att’y to draft an ordinance providing
for night watchmen.
Also the following resolution was
adopted :
Ilesoloed, That C. P. Higbee, be and he
is hereby authorized (without expense to
the city) to assign correct numbers to the
residences and places of business in the
City, and all owners of said residences and
places of business are requested to have
the same numbered in accordance with
the platting.
The Council then adjourned.
NEW FIRM!
: o:
ALBERS & WYNNE,
JEWELERS.
The undersigned respectfully announces that h#
still sustains his old reputation, and that no-
body needs to be wanting in anything
which belongs to hi* line of trade.
Ltiitt, Gats, Mi, asi Hisses Weir.
Also a full line of
FIlTIDIlTaS !
The most competent workmen constantly em-
ployed, and all work made up in the
latest style and with dispatch.
Detsinsj till Eeceire Prompt Attention,
E. HEROLD.
Holland, Feb. 20th, 1874. l-8^s-ly
-oo-
Have Constantly on hand n select Assortment of
Fine Watches amt Clock*, of the best Manufacture,
Silver and Silver Plated Ware. Jewelry, Spectacles,
Notions, etc. ,
REPAIRING of Watches. Clock* and Jewelry
done In the best manner and innrantdt.
GIVE US A CALL1
Our Store Is at the Old Albers' Stand, West of 1
Van Landetrend A Melt*. J. ALBERS.
Holland, Mich., June 1, 1KTL C. H. WYNNE.
CARL ZEEB,
PROPRIETOR.
A good article of LAGER BEER and ALE on
i\ hand at all time*.
! All orders promptly attended to, and no
cartage charged for
IDELIVERjY.
The proprietor would announce that lie
pays the highest
CASH FOR BARLEY AND HOPS.
Holland, January 28, 1874. 50-3s-ly
J. M. Reidsema & Son.
- o ---
The oldest Furniture House in
the City,
Always keep a full and well selected stock of Fur- 1 ‘
niture, at prices corresponding with the time*.
Wall Paper,
Window Shades,
Carpets,
Oil Cloths,
Feathers,
Feather Beds.
Mattresses,
OOFFI^TS.
Wall jHijier bought of us.viUbe trimmed
free: of charge.
46 2*ly
Meat Market,
HMD! i 1 IMI1
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN J
BOOTS, SHOES,
RUBBERS, ETC.
A Very lari/e stock on hand.
Sth Stmt, HGLLAND, HIGHI
46-8 • 1y
J. E. HIGGINS,
-OK-
DKALKIt IN
fn
Jacob Kuite.
Since the dissolution of our ro-pnrtnc'rshlp.
cai rylngon this business alnne.at the OLD ST1
MILL FEED, CORN, &c.
All orders promptly attended to.
I am
ORE,
AGENT FOB
airyingon niBnu*ine*sai<>ne,attneuLi)Hi()i(L. 1 - _
where I can be found at all time*, and where I w ill I ¥T C Co. OL M, L. S. XV. XV.
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and U w
Fresh Meats, and offer them at .the lowest prices.
I expect to see all onr old friends, to come and call
on me. when I will offer them such bargain# as will
induce them to purchase their daily rations with
me.
JACOB KUITE.
Holland, Feb. 14, 1871. 46 2s tf
Office at M. L. S. R. R. Depot,
HOLLAND, MICH.
46-2*- ly
CHANGE OF FRONT,
AT
M. P. VISSER.
- :o: -
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE.
At the Store of M. P. VI8SER, everything can
he found. The public of the City and Country, are
requested not to pass by before calling In and px- , 1WT T1T1?T> V ?
amlning the price* at which my goods are sold,  V/JM A/XjAjX V JuXt X *
R. KMTERS,
DEALER IN
STAVES, WOOD AND BARK.
1 .hereby give notice to all
interested that during this sea-
son, I will pay the Highest
Cash Price for White Oak
Staves.
Democratic Conventions will he held as
follows: A State Conventional Kalama-
zoo, Sept. 10, 1874, for the nomination of
State officers.— A Congressional Conven-
tion at Grand Rapids, Sept. 17, 1874, for
tho nomination of a Representative for tlic.
Fifth District.— A County Convention, at
Grand Haven, Sept, 5, 1874, for the elec-
tion of to the above Conventions.
and if they are found satisfactory, to make their
purchase* of me. and return home, well pleased. I
Respectfully Yours.
M. P. VJSSKR.
A Full Line of Dry-Goods !
FLOUR AND FEED.
Famllv SuppllMt-tta'I Pork, Corn Beef, Smoked
Hams, Shoulder* and Tongue, Codfish. Mackerel.
Herrings. Oysters, etc.— Pickles, Poaches. Catsup,
ctc.-,U .nd IM, b, <ho Barrol. (hy, Al. cl.M., »(
No Credit. Cash or Ready Pay. ; ™
CASH FOB, BITTER AND EGOS. JS rSuSKS!!
I will also contract for future delivery,
and am prepared to receive staves on any
Dock on the Banks of Black Lake, and
River or at any of the Railroad Stalumb-
• Ail correspondence by Mail w ill receive
prompt attention. R. KANTER8.
Holland, Mich., May 1, 1874. 115-tf
Holland, June 1st, 1871. 120-132 Portland, Maine. fiO-ljr
